NOTIFICATION TO ATTEND MEETING OF THE FINANCE SPC
TO BE HELD IN THE ONLINE VIA ZOOM
ON THURSDAY 19 MAY 2022 AT 2.30 PM

WEBCASTING NOTICE
This meeting may be filmed for live or subsequent broadcast via the Council’s website. At the start of the meeting the Chair will confirm
if all or part of the meeting is being filmed.
You should be aware that the Council is subject to the Freedom of Information Act 2014, the Data Protection Act 1988 and 2018,
General Data Protection Regulations (EU) 2016/679 and the Defamation Act 2009. Data collected during this webcast will be retained
in accordance with the legislation.
Therefore, by entering the Council Chamber/Meeting Room and using the seats around the meeting tables, public gallery etc., you are
consenting to being filmed and to the possible use of those images and sound recordings for webcasting.
If you have any queries regarding this, please contact the Chief Executives Department on Extn. 2101 or DD (01) 222 2100.
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Finance Strategic Policy Committee
Draft Minutes of Meeting held on 24th March 2022
1. Draft Minutes of the Finance SPC meeting held on 20th January 2022
The draft minutes were proposed by Cllr Dermot Lacy and seconded by Cllr Paddy
McCartan. The minutes were adopted.
2. Matters Arising.
a) Update on the issue of funding of roads maintenance.



Meeting with the Department of Transport and DCC team was held on
24/02 and issues discussed. A representative from Mary Hurley’s Office,
DHLGH, was asked to attend but a nominee was not provided.
Second meeting to be arranged only if a DHLGH representative can
attend.

b) Update on CWB


Internal Group set up and Workshop has taken place to devise an
implementation plan for DCC. To be discussed at next meeting.

3. Correspondence.
a) Email to Dominic Mullaney DOT from Kathy Quinn re Roads Funding Meeting
and proposed meeting dates 020222
Correspondence noted.
b) Email to Mary Hurley DHLGH from Kathy Quinn re Roads Funding Meeting
and proposed meeting dates 020222
Correspondence noted.
c) Letter to Minister O’Brien DHLGH from Cllr. McGrattan re Housing Rent
Arrears and Section 53 140222
Correspondence noted.
d) Reply from Minister O’Brien DHLGH to Cllr. McGrattan re Housing Rent
Arrears and Section 53 080322
Correspondence noted.
Discussion around the €38m of rent arrears due to Council. Kathy advised the
she is working closely with Housing Team on this matter.
Agreed to:




Write to the Minister and request representation of the Elected Members
of Finance SPC on the Working Group being established by the DLGH in
relation to introducing a system to arrange for direct deduction of rents at
source.
Seek a report on the breakdown of housing rent arrears by electoral area.
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Seek a report on how often DCC has approached the Courts to make an
Order to deal with problematic tenants with rent arrears deducted at
source.

e) Letter to Minister O’Brien DHLGH from Louise Ryan, Chair of Audit
Committee re Housing Rent Arrears and Section 53 070222
Correspondence noted.
f)

Reply from Minister O’Brien DHLGH to Louise Ryan, Chair of Audit
Committee re Housing Rent Arrears and Section 53 240222
Correspondence noted.

4. Report 03/2022 Review of Local Government Funding as applies to Dublin City
Council.
Lindsay Bell, Grant Thornton Consulting Ltd. gave a PowerPoint presentation on a
Review of Local Government Funding as applies to Dublin City Council.






Overview of current Local Government funding model
Challenges of the existing funding model – income, expenditure, LPT
Impact of COVID 19
The unique role of Dublin City Council
Summary

Actions to be taken following discussion held:
Nature of funding issues:
1. Consider the impact on funding of Dublin City across two strands. Firstly
issues arising from the Covid 19 Pandemic and secondly issues that
existed before the pandemic and remain following it.
Communicate and engage with others:
2. Commence a discussion with parties having an interest in an improved
model of Local Government funding. This would include business groups,
other Local Authorities, voluntary sector, etc. to develop an awareness
and understanding, through open debate, of the gaps in the current local
authority funding model.
Local Property Tax:
3. Submit the report on the review of Local Government Funding to the
Department of Housing Local Government and Heritage as part of its
review of funding.
4. Specifically seek an outcome from the Department of Housing Local
Government and Heritage from the LPT review that 100% of LPT receipts
will be assigned to the Local Authority of origin and that the 2014 arbitrary
baseline and associated self-funding categorisation be removed.
5. Commence a discussion among DCC Elected Members on additional
services / service improvements that could be provided through future
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upwards variations to the LPT Local Adjustment Factor.
DCC Funding principles:
6. Commence a discussion among DCC Elected Members to consider a
policy that all charges should be reviewed on a regular basis (annual / bi
yearly etc.) to keep pace with inflation so that the current level of service
provision is not eroded as has been the case historically.
Services with external funding shortfalls:
7. Funding for the ambulance service provided by DFB to be provided, in full
and immediately through the Department of Health. In current terms there
is an annual lost income of €16.5m due to DCC for these services. The
HSE having failed to honour various commitments to paying for the
services received.
8. Funding for road, carriageway, and footpath maintenance to be provided
by the Department of Transport as against current arrangements. This
issue has been raised by the SPC and should be kept on the agenda until
resolved.
5. A.O.B
 The Chair mentioned that condolences were offered to the family of former
Councillor and TD Dermot Fitzpatrick on his recent passing.


Members agreed to debate and discuss the issue of an allocation of a
percentage of the proceeds from both land disposals and development levies
in a specific area be retained for allocation to that area.
Agreed to:
It was agreed to raise this at a future meeting and that a report would be
prepared to demonstrate the application of funds across areas in recent
years.



Members pointed out that there was a low level of awareness of the
upcoming vote of the Business Improvement Districts and it was suggested
that a campaign would be useful to update businesses. It was clarified that
DCC, through the CE’s office manage the BID plebiscite. An email address
has been provided for BID related queries. DCC is neutral to the plebiscite
process and as such information is provided to all, as against specific groups.

6. Next meeting 19th May 2022 at 2.30pm.

Signed:

Councillor Séamas McGrattan
Chairperson

Members Present
Lord Mayor Alison Gilliland
Cllr. Anthony Connaghton
Cllr Daithi De Roiste
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Date: 30th March, 2022

Cllr Darcy Lonergan
Cllr Dermot Lacey
Cllr Mary Callaghan
Cllr Nial Ring
Cllr Noeleen Reilly
Cllr Paddy McCartan
Cllr James Geoghegan
Cllr; Seamas McGrattan (Chair)
Aidan Sweeney, IBEC
Ellen McGrath, Dublin Chamber of Commerce
Alan Robinson, Dublin Docklands Business Forum
Eric Fleming, ICTU

Officials
Kathy Quinn, Head of Finance
Mary Curran, A/Senior Staff Officer
Lisa Flanagan, Senior Staff Officer
Sophie Kelly, A/PA to Head of Finance
Enda Currid, Senior Executive Officer
Guest
Cllr. Deirdre Heney
Apologies
Prof. Caroline McMullan, DCU
Philip O’Callaghan, PPN
Cllr Daryl Barron

External
Lindsay Bell, Grant Thornton
Brendan Foster, Grant Thornton
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Oifig an Cheannasaí Airgeadais, An Roinn Airgeadais,
Oifigí na Cathrach, An Ché Adhmaid, Baile Átha Cliath 8, Éire
Office of the Head of Finance, Finance Department,
Civic Offices, Wood Quay, Dublin 8, Ireland
T. 01 222 2102/3 E. finoff@dublincity.ie

1.
2.
3.
4.

Minister Darragh O’Brien TD,
Department of Housing Local Government and Heritage,
Seanad Éireann,
Leinster House,
Kildare Street,
Dublin 2.
7th April 2022
Dear Minister O’Brien,
At the meeting of Dublin City Council’s Finance Strategic Policy Committee on 24th March
2022, the matter of introducing a system to allow for the direct deduction of rents at source
was discussed.
The members have asked I write to you, and request representation of the Elected Members
of the Finance SPC onto the working group being established by your Department, tasked
with examining the introduction of such a system.
I would appreciate if you would consider this request and offer a response as early as possible.

Yours Sincerely,

_________________________________
Cllr Seamas McGrattan
Chairperson
Finance Strategic Policy Committee
Dublin City Council
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27 April 2022
Ms. Lisa Flanagan
lisa.flanagan@dublincity.ie
RE: HPLG-MOBO-00885-2022
Dear. Ms. Flanagan,

I refer to your recent correspondence regarding the request for participation by elected
members on the working group on the commencement of section 53 of the Housing
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2014. I also wish to refer further to the previous
correspondence on these issues from the Finance and Strategic Policy Committee that was
received in February this year.
In the reply to the February correspondence the Department acknowledged that it is cognisant
of the consistent problems arising as a result of rent arrears across the country and
acknowledged that while a (direct) deduction at source facility would have the potential to
prevent rent arrears arising in the first instance, such a facility relies on the development and
implementation of a national standardised rents system.
The Finance and Strategic Policy Committee was advised that Housing for All and
the Programme for Government commit to introducing a standardised national differential
rents system to ensure, among other things, fairness for tenants across all local authority
areas. The Committee was further advised that the Department was considering several
alternatives to the current system of the different local authority rent schemes and that a
working group has been established, with representatives from the Department, the
Department of Social Protection, the LGMA and the CCMA, to examine the feasibility of
introducing a system of direct deduction from source for local authority rent payments.
The Department is in the process of examining these proposals, however, given the emerging
cost of living challenges in recent months, it is considered appropriate to defer
implementation of this action in 2022 and thus any further consideration of the
commencement of section 53 by the working group at the present time. It is hoped to revisit
these issues at a future date.
Yours sincerely
Niamh Redmond
Private Secretary

From: Housing Minister
Sent: Friday 8 April 2022 09:57
To: 'lisa.flanagan@dublincity.ie' <lisa.flanagan@dublincity.ie>
Subject: HPLG-MOBO-00885-2022
8 April 2022
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Ms. Lisa Flanagan
lisa.flanagan@dublincity.ie
RE: HPLG-MOBO-00885-2022
Dear. Ms. Flanagan,
Thank you for your email to Mr. Darragh O’Brien, T.D., Minister for Housing, Local Government and
Heritage, in connection with your housing query.
Your correspondence is currently receiving attention and a further reply will issue as soon as
possible.
Yours sincerely
Niamh Redmond
Private Secretary
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Oifig an Cheannasaí Airgeadais, An Roinn Airgeadais,
Oifigí na Cathrach, An Ché Adhmaid, Baile Átha Cliath 8, Éire
Office of the Head of Finance, Finance Department,
Civic Offices, Wood Quay, Dublin 8, Ireland
T. 01 222 2102/3 E. finoff@dublincity.ie

1.
2.
3.
4.

Minister Darragh O’Brien TD,
Department of Housing Local Government and Heritage,
Seanad Éireann,
Leinster House,
Kildare Street,
Dublin 2.
7th April 2022
Dear Minister O’Brien,
At the meeting of Dublin City Council’s Finance Strategic Policy Committee on 24th March
2022, Grant Thornton Consulting Ltd provided a presentation on a Review of Local
Government Funding, as applies to Dublin City Council. I have included a copy of the report
with this correspondence for your attention.
I would like to draw your attention to the item on Local Property Tax. The members of the
Finance SPC ask that you apply the LPT review recommending that 100% of LPT receipts will
be assigned to the Local Authority of origin and that the 2014 arbitrary baseline and associated
self-funding categorisation be removed.
I would appreciate if you would consider this request as part of your review of Local
Government Funding and offer a response as early as possible.

Yours Sincerely,

_________________________________
Cllr Seamas McGrattan
Chairperson
Finance Strategic Policy Committee
Dublin City Council
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Oifig an Cheannasaí Airgeadais, An Roinn Airgeadais,
Oifigí na Cathrach, An Ché Adhmaid, Baile Átha Cliath 8, Éire
Office of the Head of Finance, Finance Department,
Civic Offices, Wood Quay, Dublin 8, Ireland
T. 01 222 2102/3 E. finoff@dublincity.ie

1.
2.
3.
4.

Minister Peter Burke O’Brien TD,
Department of Housing Local Government and Heritage,
Seanad Éireann,
Leinster House,
Kildare Street,
Dublin 2.
25th April 2022
Dear Minister Burke,
I hope you are keeping well. I write to you in connection with the Local Property Tax. I wrote
recently to Minister O’Brien on 7th April regarding the Review of Local Government Funding,
as applies to Dublin City Council commissioned by Dublin City Council (copy letter and report
attached). An issue considered in the review and reference in the Grant Thornton report is
the setting of the Dublin City Council’s LPT Local Adjustment Factor. This has bearing on the
matter of the categorisation by your Department of Dublin City Council as ‘self-funding’ as
raised in my letter of 7th April.
Funding impact of Adjustment Factor Decisions taken since the introduction of the
LPT
The report calls out that decisions taken by the Dublin City Councillors have had a negative
funding impact on available resources for service provision. The report outlines….
…The Council itself, however, has also taken decisions which have impacted upon this tax
take in their continued refusal to implement the available 15% uplift in LPT and indeed their
ongoing use of the discretionary 15% discount to LPT. Over the past eight years this is
estimated to have resulted in approximately €96 million of lost revenue to the Council due to
the failure to apply the base rate and circa €200 million if the 15% uplift is considered…
BCG members are in agreement that this issue would benefit from further discussion and
debate. The need for additional local services is pressing, across all areas of the city. To
achieve a wider discussion, this important matter will be an agenda at the next meeting of the
Finance SPC, scheduled for 19th May.
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Concerns held around retention of additional funds
A review finding was that concerns are held around the retention of additional funds that
would be generated should the elected members of Dublin City Council not pass the full 15%
reduction, as has been the case. A report extract on this is:
…In the event that a Local Authority decides to increase LPT rates, they retain 100% of the
additional LPT collected. Whereas a Local Authority that decides to reduce LPT rates, the
full cost of that reduction is reflected in a reduced LPT allocation to that local authority. In
recent years, Dublin City Councillors have expressed concerns that should LPT rates be
increased, the additional funds would be dealt with under the ‘self-funding’ category resulting
in no new funds to Dublin City Council…
Clarifications sought
Schedule A to this letter provides a summary extract from the report outlining the process of
deductions and determinations made externally to LPT receipts paid by Dublin City
householders. By way of achieving an informed, open, transparent discussion at the SPC and
other fora, it would be especially helpful for you to provide clarity on this issue. Yet the
unexplained ‘self-funding’ categorisation applied to Dublin City Council by your Department,
which implies that DCC does not require LPT funds for service provision, does not assist in
making progress.
Specifically you might confirm that in the event of the elected members of Dublin City Council
not applying the full reduction (-15%) to the LPT Local Adjustment Factor that the funds arising
will be available to be allocated at the discretion of Dublin City Councillors and not determined
by the Department through a ‘self- funding’ or other arrangement. I ask that in your response,
you indicate that additional funds available through a lower value reduction (e.g. -10% or -5%)
would be allocated at the discretion of Dublin City Councillors as much as would additional
funds available through an increased rate (above the basic threshold).
Yours sincerely,

_____________________________
Cllr Seamas McGrattan
Chairperson
Finance Strategic Policy Committee
Dublin City Council
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Schedule A Extract from Grant Thornton Consulting Report Review of Local
Government Funding as applies to Dublin City Council
…LPT Funding Deductions and Allocations

LPT funding undergoes statutory deductions which can be broken down as follows:
a)

Equalisation Fund:
20% of total LPT funding goes straight into the Equalisation Fund and 80% kept
locally for the Council’s use.

b) Council Margin Vote Increase:
15% of the total LPT sum is then taken from the remaining 80%. This is due to the
council voting down the 15% margin increase on LPT every year. Despite these
deductions, there is still a sizeable amount of LPT funding left. In theory this
represents a new locally generated source of revenue for the Council. However this
is not the case. Following the statutory deductions, the remaining LPT funding must
undergo the following three allocations:

1)

The Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage will direct the
Council to allocate an amount of LPT funding for the ‘self-funding’ of housing
and roads. 'Self-funding’ is a term used by Government which implies that
Local Authorities who are 'self-funding’ have enough resources to meet their
needs. In the context of LPT, ‘self-funding’ Local Authorities use LPT funding
as a substitute for previous Central Government Grant Funding.

2)

The Council must also use LPT funds to pay a fixed amount for Pension
Related Deductions (PRD) and

3)

General Purpose Grants (GPG) previously funded by Central Government….

Finally, after these allocations, the remaining sum of LPT funding becomes the Discretionary
Funding for the Council. This funding can be used by the Council on whatever they wish.
However, the amount remaining after all the deductions and allocations leaves only a
nominal sum compared to the original total with some €4.1m in available in 2022….
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To the Members of the Finance SPC
Dublin City Council

April 2022

Follow up on Meeting of 24th March 2022
The members requested a report detailing how often DCC has approached the Courts to make an
Order to deal with problematic tenants with rent arrears, to allow for a deduction at source.
The legislative process for pursuing tenants for rent related obligations is provided for in the Housing
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2014. This legislation only provides for the seeking of an Order for
Possession in the District Court.
Under S 12 (8) of the 2014 Act a District Court Judge may adjourn proceedings under this section
for a period fixed by the court, with or without imposing conditions as to the conduct of the tenant
or a household member with regard to payment of either or both rent and rent arrears or otherwise.
The imposition of such conditions are at the discretion of the judge.
As Section 53 of the Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions Act) has not been enacted, mandatory
deduction of rent from social welfare is not an option. Household Budget is the “opt in” mechanism
for deduction at source where tenants are paid via An Post, while those who receive their welfare
payment through the bank can avail of Direct Debit. A maximum of 25% of income can be deducted
from income via Household Budget.
Executive Housing Officer are in attendance at Court Hearings and have the necessary forms on hand
to sign tenants up to Direct Debit or Household budget should the courts grant an adjournment.

Tara Robertson
Administrative Officer | Housing Rents
Email: tara.robertson@dublincity.ie

1
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To the Chairperson and Members of the Finance SPC
Dublin City Council

Re: Follow up from SPC Meeting of 24th March 2022

Rent Arrears Overview and Analysis (March 2022)
Dublin City Council has 25,024 rented tenancies across 5 Administrative Areas, with
approximately 67,000 residents. Rent is based on 15% of the principal earner’s income, plus
a maximum of €21 per subsidiary earner (a maximum of four subsidiary earners are taken
into account for the purposes of rent calculation) in accordance with the 2019 Rent Scheme.
The average weekly rent charge is €71.09 (€309 per month).
Rent Arrears Overview by Local Electoral Area
Below is a chart detailing rent accounts in arrears, as per Local Electoral Area. An account is
considered to be in arrears when they carry a negative balance of more than one cent.

Arrears
€5,599,927

Number of
tenancies in
arrears
1210

Total
Tenancies
3869

% of accounts
in arrears
31

Average Rent
€69.32

€7,378,418

1482

3899

38

€75.29

€9,906,356

2314

6300

37

€74.96

Area
Central
North
Central
North
West
South
East
South
Central

€2,661,932

696

3476

20

€65.41

€11,396,051

2566

7535

34

€72.26

Total

€36,942,684

8268

25079

average 33%

Compliance and Arrears

Number of Tenancies

Below is an overview of accounts, showing those compliant and those in arrears, per Local
Electoral Area.

Tenancy Compliance
6000
4000
2000
0
Central

North
Central

North
West
Compliant

South
East
Arrears
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South
Central

Rent arrears overview and analysis
Below is a chart detailing the No. of Accounts and Amount Owing, per Local Electoral Area.

Overview of Arrears
No. of Accounts

1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
Central

North
Central

North
West

South
East

South
Central

Amount owing in Arrears €
500 – 2000

2000 – 7000

7000 – 11000

11000 – 19000

19000 – 27000

27000 +

Household Income Overview
Below is an analysis of the weekly household income amount, per Local Electoral Area.

Household Income Overview
700

No. of Accounts

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
208 – 400

400 – 600

600 – 800

800 – 1000

1000 – 1500

1500 +

Weekly Household Income Amount €
Central

North Central

North West

South East

South Central

Figure 1. The Central Area shows 346 accounts have a weekly household income of between €208 - €400
Figure 2 The South Central Area shows 134 accounts have a weekly household income above €1500
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Length of time in arrears
The graph below provides an analysis of the period of time rent accounts are in arrears, per
Local Electoral Area.

Time in Arrears
1200

No. of Tenancies

1000
800
600
400
200
0
Central

North Central
1–4

4–6

North West
6 – 12

12 – 24

No. of Weeks

Tara Robertson
Administrative Officer | Housing Rents
Email: tara.robertson@dublincity.ie
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South East
24 – 52

52 +

South Central

From: Fiona Quinn (Housing) <Fiona.Quinn@housing.gov.ie>
Sent: 11 April 2022 15:40
To: Kathy Quinn <kathy.quinn@dublincity.ie>; finoff@dublincity.ie
Cc: Lorraine O'Donoghue (Housing) <Lorraine.O'Donoghue@housing.gov.ie>; Fintan Moran
<fintan.moran@dublincity.ie>; John Flanagan <john.flanagan@dublincity.ie>
Subject: RE: Funding for Roads Maintenance - Dublin City Council

Noted Kathy. As I said earlier, while road funding is solely a matter for the Department of Transport
who have responsibility at Government level for that function, we remain available to discuss with
you again where issues remain that might require our assistance, as always.
Kind regards,
Fiona

From: Kathy Quinn <kathy.quinn@dublincity.ie>
Sent: Monday 11 April 2022 14:51
To: Fiona Quinn (Housing) <Fiona.Quinn@housing.gov.ie>; finoff@dublincity.ie
Cc: Lorraine O'Donoghue (Housing) <Lorraine.O'Donoghue@housing.gov.ie>; Fintan Moran
<fintan.moran@dublincity.ie>; John Flanagan <john.flanagan@dublincity.ie>
Subject: RE: Funding for Roads Maintenance - Dublin City Council
CAUTION: This eMail originated from outside your organisation and the BTS Managed Desktop service. Do not click on
any links or open any attachments unless you recognise the sender or are expecting the email and know that the content is
safe. If you are in any doubt, please contact the OGCIO IT Service Desk at help.it@per.gov.ie

Fiona
Thanks for the reply. I disagree with you that there is no benefit to you or your team attending the
meeting, on the basis of information you have exchanged with the Department of Transport. I firmly
believe that you would benefit and therefore the issue would progress, from the information
exchange at the meeting.
That said, I recognise that you have indicated that you will not be participating in the meeting. You
will be aware that a previous meeting was held on this issue (24th February 2022) for which an
invitation was issued to the Department of Housing but at which no nominee from your Department
attended. There was agreement among those attending that meeting that the participation of the
Department of Housing was necessary to further progress being made so as to secure a jointly held
more developed understanding of the issue.
Your decision to decline to participate in the process will be brought to the attention of the
Chairman and members of Dublin City Council’s Finance Strategic Policy Committee, which has
oversight of this matter.
Regards
Kathy
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Kathy Quinn FCPFA
Leas-Phríomhfheidhmeannach
Comhairle Cathrach Bhaile Átha Cliath| Bloc 1, Urlár 8, Oifigí na Cathartha| An Ché
Adhmaid, Baile Átha Cliath 8| D08 X544
Oifigeach Poiblí Ainmnithe faoin Acht um Brústocaireacht a Rialáil

Deputy Chief Executive
Dublin City Council| Block 1, Floor 8, Civic Offices| Wood Quay, Dublin 8| D08 X544
Designated Public Official under the Regulation of Lobbying Act

T 222 2102, 222 2103 | 086 606 99 33 | kathy.quinn@dublincity.ie | www.dublincity.ie

Smaoinigh ar an timpeallacht sula ndéanann tú an ríomhphost seo a phriontáil
Please consider the Environment before printing this mail.
Séanadh Ríomhphoist/Email Disclaimer:
Tá an r-phost seo agus aon chomhaid a sheoltar leis faoi rún agus tá siad beartaithe le húsáid ag an
seolaí amháin.
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for use by the
addressee.
Ceart chun Dícheangal
Cé go mb’fhéidir go n-oirfeadh sé domsa, áfach, ríomhphoist a sheoladh lasmuigh de mo ghnáthuaireanta
oibre, nílim ag súil le freagra nó gníomh uaitse lasmuigh de d’uaireanta oibre féin.
Right to Disconnect
Please note, while it may suit me to send emails outside my normal working hours, I do not expect a response or
action from you outside your own working hours.

From: Fiona Quinn (Housing) <Fiona.Quinn@housing.gov.ie>
Sent: 11 April 2022 12:52
To: Kathy Quinn <kathy.quinn@dublincity.ie>; finoff@dublincity.ie
Cc: Lorraine O'Donoghue (Housing) <Lorraine.O'Donoghue@housing.gov.ie>; Fintan Moran
<fintan.moran@dublincity.ie>; John Flanagan <john.flanagan@dublincity.ie>
Subject: RE: Funding for Roads Maintenance - Dublin City Council
Thanks for your good wishes, Kathy; I am very much looking forward to working with the sector
again.
I note from the earlier engagements on this that it is the issue of LPT that the D/Transport wishes to
have clarity on from us and you can be reassured that the Department has recently engaged and will
continue to engage with the Department of Transport to ensure that they have full awareness of the
situation regarding LPT funding, which is where we can add to the understanding. It is important to
re-iterate that it is not possible for this Department to supplement roads funding, or indeed any
other programme not within our policy remit, and your efforts to secure additional funding for this
specific matter are therefore best discussed directly with the Department of Transport.
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We would be happy to discuss with you again where issues remain that might require our assistance;
hopefully the information we provided to the D/Transport in respect of LPT might have brought
greater clarity on that situation.
Best regards,
Fiona

From: Kathy Quinn <kathy.quinn@dublincity.ie>
Sent: Monday 11 April 2022 12:07
To: Fiona Quinn (Housing) <Fiona.Quinn@housing.gov.ie>; finoff@dublincity.ie
Cc: Lorraine O'Donoghue (Housing) <Lorraine.O'Donoghue@housing.gov.ie>; Fintan Moran
<fintan.moran@dublincity.ie>; John Flanagan <john.flanagan@dublincity.ie>
Subject: RE: Funding for Roads Maintenance - Dublin City Council
CAUTION: This eMail originated from outside your organisation and the BTS Managed Desktop service. Do not click on
any links or open any attachments unless you recognise the sender or are expecting the email and know that the content is
safe. If you are in any doubt, please contact the OGCIO IT Service Desk at help.it@per.gov.ie

Fiona
Thanks for the response, congratulations on your recent move and I hope you are keeping well.
With respect, I suggest that there is much for your Department to be informed by through
attendance at the meeting. There are key fundamentals in the Roads Work Programme which are
not funded through the LPT financed grant or otherwise. The Department of Transport have
specifically stated that they require the involvement of Department of Housing to reach a consensus
on this issue.
I have no doubt that you and your team are busy and have many commitments. However I firmly
believe that your attendance or the attendance of your nominee at the meeting is necessary in order
to progress this matter.
I hope that you can reconsider the Department’s involvement and confirm your participation in
considering this important funding issue.
Regards
Kathy

Kathy Quinn FCPFA
Leas-Phríomhfheidhmeannach
Comhairle Cathrach Bhaile Átha Cliath| Bloc 1, Urlár 8, Oifigí na Cathartha| An Ché
Adhmaid, Baile Átha Cliath 8| D08 X544
Oifigeach Poiblí Ainmnithe faoin Acht um Brústocaireacht a Rialáil
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Deputy Chief Executive
Dublin City Council| Block 1, Floor 8, Civic Offices| Wood Quay, Dublin 8| D08 X544
Designated Public Official under the Regulation of Lobbying Act

T 222 2102, 222 2103 | 086 606 99 33 | kathy.quinn@dublincity.ie | www.dublincity.ie

Smaoinigh ar an timpeallacht sula ndéanann tú an ríomhphost seo a phriontáil
Please consider the Environment before printing this mail.
Séanadh Ríomhphoist/Email Disclaimer:
Tá an r-phost seo agus aon chomhaid a sheoltar leis faoi rún agus tá siad beartaithe le húsáid ag an
seolaí amháin.
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for use by the
addressee.
Ceart chun Dícheangal
Cé go mb’fhéidir go n-oirfeadh sé domsa, áfach, ríomhphoist a sheoladh lasmuigh de mo ghnáthuaireanta
oibre, nílim ag súil le freagra nó gníomh uaitse lasmuigh de d’uaireanta oibre féin.
Right to Disconnect
Please note, while it may suit me to send emails outside my normal working hours, I do not expect a response or
action from you outside your own working hours.

From: Fiona Quinn (Housing) <Fiona.Quinn@housing.gov.ie>
Sent: 11 April 2022 11:48
To: finoff@dublincity.ie
Cc: Lorraine O'Donoghue (Housing) <Lorraine.O'Donoghue@housing.gov.ie>; Kathy Quinn
<kathy.quinn@dublincity.ie>
Subject: RE: Funding for Roads Maintenance - Dublin City Council
Mary,
We are not available to attend this week but are happy for the meeting to proceed without us, given
that the Department does not have a specific role in respect of this funding stream. We will ensure
that the D/Transport is aware of the latest position in respect of LPT.
Regards,
Fiona

From: finoff@dublincity.ie <finoff@dublincity.ie>
Sent: Friday 8 April 2022 14:29
To: Fiona Quinn (Housing) <Fiona.Quinn@housing.gov.ie>
Cc: Lorraine O'Donoghue (Housing) <Lorraine.O'Donoghue@housing.gov.ie>; Lorraine O'Donoghue
(Housing) <Lorraine.O'Donoghue@housing.gov.ie>; Kathy Quinn <kathy.quinn@dublincity.ie>
Subject: FW: Funding for Roads Maintenance - Dublin City Council
CAUTION: This eMail originated from outside your organisation and the BTS Managed Desktop service. Do not click on
any links or open any attachments unless you recognise the sender or are expecting the email and know that the content is
safe. If you are in any doubt, please contact the OGCIO IT Service Desk at help.it@per.gov.ie

Good afternoon Fiona,
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I wonder could you advise please if you would be agreeable to meet (or send a representative) to
the above meeting on Wednesday, 13th April at 9,30am ( via Microsoft Teams) as per the below
email request.
I have this date confirmed in the calendars of the team from the Department of Transport and
Dublin City Council as detailed below.
I would appreciated if you might come back to me on this at your earliest convenience.

Best regards,
Mary
Mary Curran | PA to the Head of Finance | Finance Secretariat
Comhairle Cathrach Bhaile Átha Cliath | Roinn Airgeadais | Block 1, Floor 8, Oifigí na Cathrach, Baile Átha
Cliath 8, |
Dublin City Council | Finance Department | Block 1, Floor 8, Civic Offices, Dublin 8 |
T. 222 2102/2103 | E. mary.curran@dublincity.ie | www.dublincity.ie

From: finoff@dublincity.ie <finoff@dublincity.ie>
Sent: Tuesday 29 March 2022 15:15
To: 'fiona.quinn@housing.gov.ie' <fiona.quinn@housing.gov.ie>
Cc: 'lorraine.odonoghue@housing.gov.ie' <lorraine.odonoghue@housing.gov.ie>;
'lorraine.odonoghue@housing.gov.ie' <lorraine.odonoghue@housing.gov.ie>; Kathy Quinn
<kathy.quinn@dublincity.ie>
Subject: Funding for Roads Maintenance - Dublin City Council
Good afternoon Fiona,
I write to you this afternoon with a request, from Kathy Quinn, Head of Finance and Deputy Chief
Executive, Dublin City Council, John Flanagan, City Engineer and Assistant Chief Executive, Dublin
City Council and Chair of the Dublin City Council Finance Strategic Policy Committee, Cllr Séamas
McGrattan, for representation from your Department at a meeting with representatives from the
Department of Transport and DCC regarding the above matter.
I have attached correspondence for your information including an email to Mary Hurley’s office
which includes correspondence to and from Dominic Mullaney, Department of Transport. The DCC
team met with the DOT team on 24th February to discuss the matter (minutes attached). A
representative from your Department to attend was sought. A follow up meeting is proposed with
the inclusion of representation from your Department.
I have engaged with Dominic Mullaney and the following times are available for the DCC and DOT
teams to meet if you can advise of your availability please or a representative to attend:
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Friday 8th April 12 noon to 1pm or
Wednesday 13th April 9.30am to 10.30am
The meeting will be for one hour via Microsoft Teams if you advise please at your earliest
opportunity.
Best regards,
Mary
Mary Curran | Senior Staff Officer | Finance Secretariat
Comhairle Cathrach Bhaile Átha Cliath | Roinn Airgeadais | Block 1, Floor 8, Oifigí na Cathrach, Baile Átha
Cliath 8, |
Dublin City Council | Finance Department | Block 1, Floor 8, Civic Offices, Dublin 8 |
T. 222 2102/2103 | E. mary.curran@dublincity.ie | www.dublincity.ie
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1. Introduction
This implementation plan for community wealth building in Dublin
City Council has been co-created with the city council’s crossdepartmental community wealth building working group. The plan
sets out themes and priorities to be progressed over an 18-month
timeframe. These are the first steps to developing and embedding a
community wealth building approach in the city council, providing a
foundation from which the council can build.
The plan has been developed by the working group in a process facilitated by CLES
including a series of one-to-one interviews and a community wealth building
workshop held with the working group on 23rd February 2022. The working group
will collectively lead on the delivery of the plan and champion the community
wealth building agenda in Dublin.

What is community wealth building?
Community wealth building is a progressive approach to economics and economic
development. It locks wealth and opportunity into the local economy, for the
benefit of local people. This is done by harnessing the impact of locally rooted
‘anchor institutions’1 to enable local economies to develop from within. It is a
people and community centred approach to creating local economies that are
more inclusive. The approach is built on the principle of collaboration and is
implemented in an area through five key levers:
Workforce - to deliver decent work and progression and positively influence the
local labour market.
Spending power – to maximise the social, economic, and environmental value of
procurement and commissioning.
Land and Property – to maximise the return on land and property assets for the
benefit of local people and place.
Finance – to ensure that flows of finance have benefit for local people and place
through fiscal and other incentives.
Ownership – to diversify the ownership of the economy including a broader
understanding of how business support and land and property use can shift
ownership of the economy towards locally-rooted, ethical businesses that lock in
The term ‘anchor institutions’ refers to organisations which have an important presence in a place,
usually through a combination of being largescale employers, the largest purchasers of goods and
services in the locality, controlling large areas of land and/or having relatively ﬁxed assets. Examples
include local authorities, hospitals, universities, colleges and housing associations.
1
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wealth to the local economy and create benefit for communities, for workers, and
for place.

Why is this agenda important to Dublin City Council?
Like many international cities, Dublin is facing into a range of national and
international challenges which will impact upon its future prosperity and resilience.
Community wealth building provides a new lens through which to view the
changing economic and social context and to understand how Dublin City Council
can use its influence to shape and support the city’s economy in the longer term.

Building a fairer economic recovery
The pandemic has presented a unique set of challenges for cities across the world
including how people live and work in cities, visitor markets, the role of nature
(including green infrastructure and air pollution) as well as the implications for
businesses, particularly those who have been impacted (both positively and
negatively) by the crisis. It has also revealed the seriousness of pre-existing
inequalities within Irish cities like Dublin, with those from more disadvantaged
communities being disproportionately affected by Covid-19. This has been
compounded by the structural challenges faced by many marginalised groups in
Irish society, including people with disabilities, Travellers and people of colour.
The pandemic has been a wakeup call in that it has revealed the flaws in the
economic approach to date. There is now an opportunity to revisit the economic
strategy for the city and consider what could be done differently to create a more
inclusive economy which speaks to the employment, skills and poverty challenges
faced by some of the city’s residents, for example, by ensuring the Council’s
spending power is focused on maximising social value and economic outcomes.

Creating productive local economies
The pandemic has hit many businesses hard, particularly those reliant upon Dublin
City’s hospitality and tourism industry. Footfall in the city centre on St Patrick’s day
2020 decreased by more than 70% on the previous year2. Similarly, Dublin is a city
which benefits massively from the influx of international and domestic tourists with
5.9m spending all or most of their stay in Dublin3.
In seeking to understand how the pandemic will change the city, the future
direction of the economy will be key. Community wealth building can provide the
means to think differently about economic development including the role of
business support, planning, inward investment, and enterprise development in
order to help the city’s economy recover in a way that is generative and inclusive.

2

Source: https://www.irishtimes.com/news/consumer/dublin-city-footfall-plummets-due-tocoronavirus-1.4209818
3
Source: https://www.dublincity.ie/dublin-city-parks-strategy/2-parks-and-landscapesperspective/23-value-city-parks/236-tourism
Community wealth building in Dublin
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Diversifying the city’s dependence on international capital
The significant growth of the land and property market in Dublin in recent decades
has led to a transformation of the city’s built environment, much of which has been
fuelled by international capital. But it has also created challenges in terms of
affordable housing supply, speculative investment in buy to let properties and
gentrification in many of the city’s neighbourhoods. Community wealth building
provides an opportunity to think differently about land and assets in the city and
to consider how the flow of wealth from land and property assets can be best used
to support local people. It starts with the assumption that you must build a better
economy from within, using the assets and opportunities that already exist
(including natural assets such as parks). This could include delivering employment
and training outcomes through the planning process, particularly on strategic
regeneration sites.

Leadership of the City Council
A community wealth building approach will support the council to adapt and evolve
in what is a challenging social and economic context, asserting the importance of
the city’s economy nationally, but recognising the need for it to be fair and to work
to improve outcomes for the most deprived communities, in line with City Council’s
vision to be:

“… a dynamic, sustainable city, that is future-ready, built on thriving, inclusive
neighbourhoods and communities, a strong economy, a vibrant cultural life,
and compact, connected growth”.
The process will help the council to assert its role as an anchor institution and to
use its influence more deliberately in the service of this more inclusive local
economy. This 18-month implementation plan focuses initially on developing the
Council’s own role as an anchor institution, building understanding, confidence,
and impact. This will position the council well to use its convening and influencing
power to engage other civic institutions in the city in the community wealth building
process.
The City Council is building on strong foundations, with lots of work already
happening in this space. The community wealth building implementation process
will serve to galvanise and bring this activity together – not as just another initiative,
or project - but a durable and sustainable framework, integral to the council’s
corporate processes and business planning.
In so doing, Dublin City Council can position itself as a pioneer for community
wealth building in Ireland, influencing the debate, not just with other local
authorities and anchor institutions, but also the dynamics with central government,
leveraging its position as Ireland’s capital city.

Community wealth building in Dublin
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2. Summary of the key
themes and issues
discussed at the
workshop
The context for community wealth building in Dublin
Social and economic context
Dublin has a unique social and economic context - a globally connected,
international, capital city, it is the political, cultural, commercial, and financial
centre of Ireland.
Following the decline of its traditional manufacturing base since the 1970s and
the recession of the 1980s, in more recent years inward investment has
stimulated growth in the information technology, financial services, electronics,
pharmaceuticals, and engineering sectors. The city is an international financial
centre, attracting significant global finance and capital. The city’s economy serves
both domestic and international markets and is the key driver of economic
performance regionally and nationally.
Dublin is in many respects a city of contrasts where wealth and investment is
juxtaposed with poverty and homelessness, including geographically, driven in
part by gentrification, rising housing costs and lack of affordable housing supply.
This context puts into even sharper focus for Dublin the importance of
understanding the dynamics of wealth in the city’s economy – who generates
wealth, where is it going, and who benefits from it? How can the wealth that flows
into Dublin be retained and be more broadly held? How can the focus of
economic development pivot to ensure that the everyday, foundational economy
thrives alongside the pioneer economy of technology intensive, tradable sectors,
ensuring good employment opportunities for all? What role can the city council
play in creating the preconditions for a new, more generative economy, where
economic democracy and social innovation match the point value innovation of
the high-tech sectors.

Organisational context
Organisationally, the city council is distinctive compared with other community
wealth building places. As the largest local authority in Ireland it occupies a
unique position in respect of both its funding and sources of income (for
example, income derived through commercial rates) and in the power dynamics
between the council and central government.

Community wealth building in Dublin
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As with other anchor institutions in Ireland, the city council exercises its functions
in accordance with both national and European Union legislation.
It is both a diverse organisation, with lots of functions, and a distributed one, with
relatively high levels of autonomy in individual departments. The five areas focus
means there is a geographical as well as functional dimension to this dynamic.
This provides both opportunities and challenges for developing a community
wealth building approach. The distributed nature of the organisation creates the
conditions where small-scale pilots and prototypes can be rapidly developed and
implemented, building confidence, and harnessing the learning needed to deploy
these approaches at scale. However, it will require effective communication
within and across the council to keep in view the bigger picture vision and
objectives and ensure momentum, buy-in and corporate ownership. This will be a
vital role for the working group moving forward.
The city council is one of many anchor institutions in Dublin, so the long-term
goal, following the period covered by this initial implementation plan, will be to
use the city council’s growing expertise in community wealth building to influence
other anchor institutions towards harnessing their collective power as economic
agents.

What does 'good' community wealth building look
like in Dublin?
In the workshop the group reflected on the key outcomes and success criteria for
a community wealth building approach in Dublin. These were described in relation
to the ways of working and approach of the city council and in terms of improved
quality of life and outcomes for people on the Dublin area.

Organisational outcomes











That we learn as a group
about new ideas and
initiatives
Community wealth building is
understood in Dublin City
Council
Community wealth building
becomes embedded in the
day-to-day business of Dublin
City Council
Greater co-operation and
communication between
Dublin City Council
Departments
That we clarify what we are
trying to achieve
Clear measurable targets with
tangible outcomes

People outcomes











Community wealth building in Dublin

That people see how Dublin is
getting better as a place to
live, more cycling, more social
cohesion, more involvement
by people in decisions that
matter to them
The lives of our citizens are
improved and enriched
Personal success stories and
development of micro
business to SMEs
Dublin your city process reflect on what we mean by
wealth?
Citizens have a stake in the
economy, feel that it's
something they can
participate in
Using assets to give the
community what they actually
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Organisational outcomes














That we set a few ambitious
targets and track and
communicate progress
That we have a clear plan, and
we can chart progress and
effectively communicate it
That we have some great
stories that are told as part of
this process
That we have greater insights
into the impact of our
organisation and how we work
with others
Identify objectives in business
plans which fit into community
wealth building
Linked to priorities in
Corporate Plan and other
strategic documents
Expansion and resourcing of
existing successful
programmes

People outcomes









need, not what we think they
need
Improved responses in Your
Dublin Your Voice survey
Having people with the right
skills to employ in roles e.g.,
stonecutting
That each person has choices
and can realise their potential
That we buy goods and
services from more local micro
enterprises and SME's
Greater wellbeing of citizens,
not just wealth

Draft statement of purpose for the working group
The community wealth building working group within Dublin City Council brings
people together from across the Council to explore how community wealth
building can be used to support the city council’s strategic priorities in the short
and longer term. This working group will do this in a number of ways:


Champion community wealth building as a strategic approach to the
Council’s work, becoming advocates and champions for a community
wealth building approach to our work within the city council.



Map existing initiatives of CWB in the City and evaluate the potential
for future development



Disrupt/provoke: Start a conversation about how a community
wealth building approach can be mobilised to change and improve
outcomes for city council residents



Action planning: Bringing existing activity together under the
umbrella of a community wealth building programme, developing
new pilots and area-based activity, and thinking about the delivery
of new initiatives through community wealth building lens

The key principles which will guide the approach of the working group during the
period of this implementation plan are:
Community wealth building in Dublin
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Build on what’s already happening – recognising that there is already a
great deal of work going on within the council that can be understood as
community wealth building, and which provides a platform from which
progress can be accelerated.



Be ambitious and think differently – whilst the implementation plan
needs to be achievable, the working group has a key role in ensuring that
there are genuine opportunities to think creatively and to challenge existing
norms, being ambitious for what can be achieved, and keeping in view the
bigger picture and vision of a fairer and more inclusive economy.



Everyone does something – the working group has a role as a collective
in guiding and managing the community wealth building agenda in Dublin
City Council, but each member of the group also has an individual
responsibility to ensure their departments are actively engaged in
delivering against the identified actions in the implementation plan.

Key concerns and reasons to be cheerful
The workshop discussion was used to surface key concerns and reasons to be
cheerful. These are reproduced below, along with a commentary about how these
issues have been considered in developing the implementation plan.

Key concern

How will this be addressed?

We're all busy - how do we carve out
the time? Who is going to lead on
actions?

Key to this will be integrating
community wealth building thinking
and practice into the day job. The
workshop discussions highlighted the
wealth of existing practice that can be
brought within a community wealth
building frame, and which provides
the existing foundations from which
to build on.
In taking forward the implementation
plan it will be important that every
member of the group takes
responsibility for some of the actions
– this is captured in the proposed
principles in the statement of purpose
for the working group, above.

Ambition - not too elaborate to start
off with. Start small - pilot – scale.
Don't try to run before we walk.

Community wealth building in Dublin

The implementation plan is aimed at
getting the foundations in place for
community wealth building practice in
the city council. These are the first
steps for what can realistically be
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Key concern

How will this be addressed?
achieved in an eighteen-month
timeframe.
The implementation plan focuses on
opportunities for small-scale pilots
and area-based activity which can be
used to build confidence prior to
spreading and scaling.

Resource / capacity concerns - e.g., if
procurement is a central feature.

Whilst the central procurement
function will have a role, the
responsibility for spending and use of
resources sits right across the
organisation.
The proposed social value framework
for Dublin City Council will be a tool to
guide this activity in all departments.

Important to get other people on
board - link to Business Plans.

This has been captured in the actions
under the objective to ‘embed
community wealth building within the
corporate approach of the city
council’.

Development of communications tool.

Effective communication is a core
feature of the implementation plan
and will be an important role for the
working group.

Need external support to help us
implement it going forward.

Bringing in external support to assist
and to act as a critical friend during
the implementation plan period would
certainly be beneficial. CLES would be
delighted to continue working with
Dublin City Council in this regard, and
could offer bespoke support – for
example, in relation to developing the
social value framework, integrating
community wealth building into
strategic planning activity, spend
analysis, recruitment analysis, and
mapping of land and property assets.

Community wealth building in Dublin
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Key concern

How will this be addressed?

How we merge our roles into an
effective group - become greater than
sum of parts.

The working group is already more
than the sum of its parts, with energy,
commitment, and an obvious desire to
think beyond departmental silos. It
will be important to maintain this
focus going forward.

Does it need a full-time post to drive it
forward?

We have recommended that the
working group look to secure
commitment for administrative
support in the first instance.

Do we need to develop new tools or
systems - make part of digital
transformation - better real time
information?
Quality of data is not good - held in
silos.
Capacity for analysis will need to
develop over time.

These issues will no doubt surface
during the ‘build understanding’
components of the implementation
plan.

Reason to be cheerful

How will this be addressed?

Highlighting the existing work we are
already doing!

This is vital and, as mentioned above,
provides good foundations to build
from.

A willing coalition - lots of ideas and
enthusiasm.
We all agree this is a really good idea

CLES has been impressed by the
energy, commitment, and enthusiasm
of the working group – to have such
genuine, cross-departmental
commitment from the outset bodes
well for the future.

Engagement with the LCDC and
Preparation of the Local Economic
Community Plan.

This has been captured in the actions
under the objective to ‘embed
community wealth building within the
corporate approach of the city
council’.

Community wealth building in Dublin

There will be opportunities to start
simply and to consider how to align
data most important to the
community wealth building work with
any existing city council plans for
digital transformation.
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Reason to be cheerful

How will this be addressed?

Hearing about European and other
locations examples - it can be done!
Opportunity for us to learn from each
other and other cities.

This is key to building confidence. As
part of the community wealth building
family, Dublin will be welcome to join
CLES’ communities of practice to
continue to share experiences with,
and learn from, other areas.

Procurement is everybody's friend!!

😊

Link community wealth building with
the civic crowd-funding project.

This can be part of the pilot approach.

Dublin City Council as a champion and
cheerleader.

There is a real opportunity for Dublin
to position itself as a pioneer for
community wealth building in Ireland.

Mapping of existing activity and gaps
The implementation plan has been informed by the mapping of existing activity
and gaps undertaken during the workshop - see Appendix 1.

Community wealth building in Dublin
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3. Draft implementation
plan
The draft implementation plan sets out proposed high-level actions against five
linked objectives:

1.

Develop a social value framework for Dublin City Council.

A social value framework is a tool to assist decision making for anyone in the city
council with responsibility for spending resources. This includes anyone involved
in recruiting new members of staff, buying goods, services and works, designing
services (commissioning), or managing the city council’s assets.
The starting point will be to establish the economic, social, and environmental
outcomes that are most important to the city council, drawing on existing policy
priorities and known challenges, then translating these into a small number of
priority outcomes with associated indicators and measures.
This process will be an opportunity to start to think differently about measures of
success with health, wellbeing and community indicators developed to
complement existing economic indicators.
The framework can be applied using small-scale pilot activity initially (see
Objective 3) to build confidence in the model.
Community wealth building in Dublin
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The framework will be a cross-departmental tool, designed to shift the
organisational culture so that greater benefits are delivered for the Dublin
economy and its people. This cannot happen overnight. Social value is not one
person’s job - it can be created by each and every Dublin City Council employee,
and through all of the city council’s spending and activity.
The actions under this objective relate, therefore, not only to the development
and use of the framework, but the wider actions needed to support the desired
shift in culture, for example in relation to communications, leadership, and
training.
2. Strengthen the city council’s strategic capacity to act and deliver.
Actions under this objective relate to the role of the community wealth building
working group in championing community wealth building as a strategic
approach in Dublin City Council and exploiting the potential to develop
community wealth building practice. The group will have a key role in ensuring
that a wide range of disparate activity is pulled together within an overarching
community wealth building frame and effectively communicated as such.
This will involve building on current initiatives (the existing activities captured in
the mapping exercise undertaken during the workshop), and by applying a
community wealth building lens to any new opportunities and challenges which
emerge.
Working group members will take responsibility for communicating about
community wealth building in relation to their own areas of work and with other
partners both internally and externally (keeping it simple and thinking about
language and messaging that works for Dublin’s context).
3. Build confidence by using pilots and area-based action to demonstrate
the model.
The discussions during the workshop revealed that there is already a great deal of
work going on within the council that could be understood as community wealth
building but which to date, has been seen as linked to departmental or areabased priorities. The community wealth building agenda provides an overarching
frame with which to pull together examples of existing or emerging practice in
order to illustrate the strengths of the council in this area to date, identify
opportunities to spread and scale, and to help explain the concept using existing
examples from the Council’s work.
The workshop discussions also surfaced a number of examples of projects or
ideas still in development where there is significant scope to apply a community
wealth building approach to help develop and support project outcomes longer
term.
Finally, there are some of the community wealth building levers which are
relatively under-developed in a Dublin context. Here, there are opportunities to
build confidence in the community wealth building approach by starting with a
number of new, small, discrete pilot projects to test the concept – looking for
early wins and opportunities.

Community wealth building in Dublin
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These pilots provide an opportunity to test specific aspects of community wealth
building practice which, although small-scale to begin with, can foreshadow what
could be done to stimulate more significant changes in the Dublin economy – for
example:





Using the public sector spending power to support and stimulate the
growth of generative businesses in the everyday, foundational economy,
ensuring that good jobs and opportunities are available beyond the techfocused, pioneer sectors.
How different approaches to asset and land ownership can act as a
counterweight to rising cost of living and housing costs.
How more social value can be derived from inward investment and wealth
flows into the city.

4. Build understanding.
The fourth objective is to build understanding of the council's economic role –
through, for example, spend analysis, recruitment analysis, and mapping of land
and property assets.
These actions will provide a baseline of information which can be used to
influence future community wealth building priorities and monitor progress over
time.
5. Embed community wealth building within the corporate approach of the
city council.
An important objective for this initial implementation plan is to ensure that
community wealth building is adopted as an integral part of the corporate
processes of the city council - linked to priorities in the Corporate Plan and other
strategic documents and reflected in objectives in business plans.
There are also opportunities for the council to use its influence as the capital city
and largest local authority in Ireland, to use community wealth building as a
frame in its discussions with central government.
Collectively, the objectives and the proposed actions listed below, will help secure
the first stages of the city council’s community wealth building work, providing the
initial foundations from which a more ambitious programme can be developed,
including seeking to engage and influence other key anchor intuitions in the city.

Actions

Timeframe

1. Develop a social value framework for Dublin City Council.
a) Agree the principles which will guide the
development and adoption of the social value
framework.
b) Convene a stakeholder discussion to agree
relevant social, economic, and environmental
outcomes. These will be informed by existing
policy and by local needs analysis – including,
for example, holistic frameworks such as the UN
Community wealth building in Dublin
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2022/23
Q1

Q2

Q3

2023/24
Q4

2022/23
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q1

Q2

2023/24
Q4

Q1

Q2
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Sustainable Development Goals and relevant
data on wellbeing and deprivation – and could
also include an area-based dimension.
c)

Prioritise a small number of outcomes.

2022/23
Q1

Q2

d) Establish relevant baselines and agree a
measurement framework.

Q1

Q2

e) Test out through small-scale pilots (see
Objective 3), review and refine.

Q1

Q2

f)

Training - Pursuant to the idea that social value
is for everyone, there should be a programme
of ongoing training that embeds social value
across the organisation. Doing this in
consultation with the workforce will be a further
opportunity to examine what is already being
done but perhaps not currently framed in the
language of social value.

g) Leadership – consider adopting and publicising
a statement of intent for Dublin City Council’s
approach to social value

Q3

2023/24
Q4

2022/23
Q3

Q4

Q1

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q2

2023/24
Q4

Q1

Q4

Q1

2022/23
Q3

Q2

2023/24

2022/23
Q1

Q2

2023/24

2022/23
Q3

Q1

Q2

2023/24
Q2

2. Strengthen the city council’s strategic capacity to act and
deliver.
a) Formalise the governance arrangements for the
community wealth building programme –
including the role of the working group and
senior management and political responsibility.
This should include:


Agree final wording for the ‘statement of
purpose’.



Agree a meeting schedule for the next 6-12
months.



Secure buy in for administrative support to
help arrange meetings and co-ordinate
diaries for the working group.



Review and agree the implementation plan

b) Update the Senior Management Team and
Strategic Policy Committee and agree a system of
reporting back on progress and on opportunities
to advance a community wealth building
approach in Dublin City Council.
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2022/23
Q1

Q2

Q3

2023/24
Q4

2022/23
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q1

Q2

2023/24
Q4

Q1

Q2
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c)

Update the Area Committees and use these
sessions to explore opportunities for area-based
pilots.

d) Arrange a series of information sessions with
staff from across the council to explain more
about community wealth building and to raise
awareness of the approach across the council
(including with the corporate communications
team).
e) Members of the working group to become
‘champions for the approach within their own
work.
f)

Provide an inclusive forum for people to learn
more about community wealth building and to
share experiences and learning. Continue to
harness and share examples of where
community wealth building work is already being
taken forward.

g) Work with the communications team to explore
integration of community wealth building into
our messaging externally and internally. This
could include a timebound mapping exercise,
including the development of a communications
strategy, identifying what is needed in order to
influence key stakeholders (internally and
externally) on the merits of this initiative.

2022/23
Q1

Q2

Q3

2023/24
Q4

2022/23
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

2023/24
Q4

Q1

Q4

Q1

2022/23
Q3

Q2

2023/24

2022/23
Q1

Q1

Q2

2023/24
Q2

3. Build confidence by using pilots and area-based action to
demonstrate the model.
Harnessing existing activities as community wealth
building pilots, including:
Workforce




Planned pilot initiative to diversify the
workforce - targeting younger people in
disadvantaged
areas
to
access
apprenticeship opportunities.

2022/23
Q1

Q2

Q3

2023/24
Q4

Q1

Q2

Outreach work to promote engineering as a
profession, especially for younger women.
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Supporting employment through the Local
Enterprise Offices.

Spending
Current contracts where spending is delivering
against social value outcomes, including:


Apprenticeship programmes in key trades.



Breaking down contracts into smaller lots to
facilitate micro-companies and sole traders.



Community gain from development (e.g.,
community
employment
scheme
on
construction skills).

Land and property
Use of council buildings and spaces to facilitate
additional social value, including:


Work with Young Social Innovators



Allowing temporary use of land and buildings
for local events, markets, etc.



Use of space at a peppercorn rent to cultural
and creative organisations and social
enterprises.



Staff volunteering.

Inclusive ownership


Support and finance for micro-enterprises.



Support for social enterprises and area
partnership working to support social
enterprises to form consortia



St. Andrews Resource Centre – gardening
services to Google.

These existing or planned initiatives represent a
significant spread of activity of direct relevance to the
community wealth building agenda.
The working group will need to engage with these
activities so that they start to be seen through a
community wealth building lens and as contributing
to the overall vision for community wealth building in
Dublin. The working group may wish to consider a
light-touch process whereby it is updated on
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progress and has the opportunity to discuss how the
pilot activity could be enhanced or flexed from a
community wealth building perspective.
Q4 review of existing activities to discuss where pilot
activity foreshadows what more could be possible
were the concept to be applied more broadly and
opportunities and tactics needed to spread and
scale.

2022/23
Q1

Q2

Q3

2023/24
Q4

Q1

Q2

New pilot activities will be focused on those
community wealth building levers which are
currently less well developed in Dublin City Council,
as well as being informed by the priority outcomes
identified during the development of the social value
framework:
Workforce


Developing a better understanding of how
housing costs and wider pressures on cost of
living create barriers for lower paid staff.

Spending / Inclusive Ownership


Explore and develop opportunities to use
spending below the EU procurement
threshold to support micro, SME, and social
enterprise businesses. The focus of this pilot
will be informed by the spend analysis and
social value framework but will include a
process of engaging potential suppliers to codesign an approach.



Explore the potential, through a small-scale
pilot, to connect community benefits and
social clauses to help finance social
enterprises (informed by the platform
approach developed in Rotterdam).



Pilot the inclusion of living wage
requirements in purchasing in a small
number of contracts.

2022/23
Q1

Q2

Q3

2023/24
Q4

Q1

Q2

Land and property


Identify a planned regeneration initiative and
begin to scope options and opportunities to
apply the social value framework.
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Scope options for a small-scale pilot
approach to community ownership of
development land as a demonstrator project.

4. Build understanding.
a) Spend analysis – carry out, or commission, an
analysis of the most recent full years spend
data. This analysis will illustrate where spending
is going geographically, by sector, and by
supplier-type.

2022/23
Q1

Q2

Q1

Q2

Q3

2023/24
Q4

Q1

Q4

Q1

Q2

The process will establish a baseline and will
help identify additional opportunities where
spending could be flexed in support of the social
value priorities identified by the council.
b) Recruitment analysis - to explore the city
council’s contribution as a progressive
employer. This would include analysing the
representativeness of the workforce in relation
to the makeup of the local community and
opportunities where recruitment practice could
be flexed to further enhance local resilience and
deliver wider value.
c)

Analysis of wealth flows and consumer spending
data to understand where wealth is currently
flowing to more extractive parts of the local
economy, so that business support activity
could be flexed to stimulate more generative
alternatives.

d) Mapping of land and property assets- to assess
the scope to which these could be further
harnessed to deliver additional social value.

2022/23
Q3

2023/24

2022/23
Q1

Q2

Q3

2023/24
Q4

2022/23
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q2

Q1

Q2

2023/24
Q4

Q1

Q2

5. Embed community wealth building within the corporate
approach of the city council.
Explore ways to promote and integrate community
wealth building as part of our business planning and
integrate it into our corporate plans and processes.
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Q4

Q1
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Ensure community wealth building principles
underpin the development of the Local Economic
Community Plan.
Explore the interest in community wealth building
from a national perspective.
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2022/23
Q1

Q2

Q1

Q2

Q3

2023/24
Q4

Q1

Q4

Q1

2022/23
Q3

Q2

2023/24
Q2
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4. Appendix 1 – Mapping
of existing activities
and gaps
Finance
○

○

○

Current activities


Good data on wealth flows and consumer spending - e.g.
MasterCard / Smart Cities



Existing programmes with HSE for community health in the areas
of heart, elderly care etc

Gaps and challenges


Budgets and resources



‘New initiative fatigue’



Need to improve communication of existing work – e.g., SICAP
funding flows to area partnerships

Opportunities


Use exiting connections and networks to introduce new schemes



Initiate financial literacy workshops in City of Dublin Education
and Training Board

Workforce
○

Current activities


Partnerships with Community Colleges in relation to focused
training for sports workforce



Planned pilot initiative to diversify the workforce - targeting
younger people in disadvantaged areas to access apprenticeship
opportunities



Graduate programme



Outreach to promote engineering as a profession, especially for
young women



Traineeship programmes to upskill and prepare for employment
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○

○



Supporting employment through the Local Enterprise Offices - 7%
net growth in employment last year across LEO client portfolio



Return to Learning Programme

Gaps and challenges


Pressure on current resource needs for day-to-day service delivery



Housing costs and cost of living creates barriers for lower paid
workforce



Recognised need to increase diversity of the workforce

Opportunities


DCC is a significant employer with a workforce of c. 6,000



Shifts to hybrid working



New jobs that will be created in the circular economy



A digitised workplace may provide more opportunities to
introduce mentoring and other programmes to support other
organisations

Spending
○

○

○

Current activities


Property maintenance framework split into 5 lots



Spending supports apprenticeship programmes in key trades,
includes a gender focus



Break down contracts into lots to facilitate micro companies and
sole traders



Community gain from development, for example community
employment scheme around construction skills

Gaps and challenges


Need a consistent economic inclusion lens applied to spending



Concerns about risk / legal challenge to procurement decisions



Consolidation leads to compliance but maybe not best social
outcomes

Opportunities


Host meet the buyer events with social enterprises to inform local
suppliers of contract opportunities and upskill on public sector
tendering



Below EU procurement threshold there is the opportunity to
engage micro/SME/social business



£1.1 bn annual revenue spend



Transition to low carbon
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Living wage requirement in purchasing



Look at ways to help finance social enterprises, for example
Rotterdam are developing a platform where social clauses can be
used to fund individual social enterprise job creation initiatives

Land and property
○

○

○

Current activities


Connectivity recognised as important - moving towards 15-minute
city concept



Large direct labour workforce



Partnership approach through recreation centres with youth
outreach, men's sheds, community training etc



Work with Young Social Innovators who work with second level
students on effecting positive change on issues, they are keen to
use council buildings and spaces for events



Allowing temporary use of land and buildings for local events,
markets etc subject to planning



Planning zoning for development - e.g., Ikea, Decathlon, new
housing development



Infrastructure: a key aim is creating and shaping the built
environment to facilitate building local communities.

Gaps and challenges


Wealth flows from inwards investment



Currently don’t celebrate or communicate the provision of space
at peppercorn rent to cultural and creative organisations and
social enterprises



Listing of all properties in the ownership of DCC currently being
used by Community Organisations



Affordability of housing - to buy or rent



Investment needed to improve derelict areas in less wealthy parts
of the city

Opportunities


Ask to host CWB events in the spaces provided by DCC - e.g.
Delight Studios, Little Museum of Dublin, Coleraine Street Depot



Ownership of development land



Significant physical assets, including in more deprived
communities



Parks and open spaces
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Significant investment to improve landscape and cityscape



Strategic development sites

Inclusive Ownership
○

○

○

Current activities


Support and finance for micro-enterprises



Support to social enterprises



Volunteering promoted among staff



National policy for social enterprise development



Community development teams in each area, enterprise officers
in some areas



Area partnerships working to support social enterprises to form
consortia



St. Andrews Resource Centre - gardening services to Google



Mastercard partnership

Gaps and challenges


Connecting social enterprise to DCC spending



We are members of the European Social Economy Regions and
can participate in this work, share examples of good practice



We can explore EU projects that would advance our objectives



How to scale or replicate good practice examples



Lack of commercial expertise in some parts of the social
enterprise sector



Resources/capacity to sustain community activity



Start-ups want to serve international not domestic market

Opportunities


Mastercard partnership presents opportunities to work with them
to develop/shape projects



Opportunities to develop the night-time economy



Good links to large private sector companies with track record on
CSR, but more can be done to push these organisations to provide
more social value



Social enterprise response to the pandemic



Map good CSR projects and explore if they can be scaled



Work with communities which don't have an enterprise culture
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An Roinn Airgeadais, Oifig na Rátaí,
16 Sráid an Chaisleáin, Baile Átha Cliath 2.
Finance Department, Rates Office,
16 Castle Street, Dublin 2.
T: 01 222 2171 F: 01 679 3051 or 01 222 2958, E: ratesoffice@dublincity.ie

Report to the Finance Strategic Policy Committee
Report on Rates Debtors 31st December 2021

The Local Government (Financial Procedures and Audit) No 2 regulations 2014 provide that a
rating authority on completion of the schedules of uncollected rates at the end of each financial
year submits a report to the members of the Local Authority.
This report on commercial rates arrears at the 31st December 2021 sets out the following
information:


Commercial rates funding



Rates Collection Performance Y2017 – Y2021



Covid -19 and financial support



Level of arrears during the period 2017 – 2021



Age Profile of the 2021 arrears



Analysis of the 2021 arrears accounts



Analysis of the 2021 arrears by rate description category



2021 arrears schedule status



2021 arrears by electoral area



Conclusion

Commercial Rates Funding
2021 continued to be a very challenging year for businesses due to the constraints on trading
imposed due to the public health measures. The City Council exercises restraint in setting
commercial rate charges in order to support competitiveness in the economy, nationally and
locally, and to sustain the commercial rate base within the City. It should be noted that the City
Council’s 2021 revenue budget is 34% funded by commercial rates and therefore the
performance on rate collection is critical to the funding provision of services.
I have set out in the table below, details of movement in the Council’s ARV since 2017.
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Table 1 – Movement in Annual Rate on Valuation

YEAR
ARV

2017
+0.78%

2018
0.0%

2019
+1.2%

2020
+2.7%

2021
0.0%

Mindful of the economic backdrop created by the pandemic the ARV remained static for 2021. The
performance of Dublin City Council in the area of commercial rates and other charges it imposes
on the business sector compares favourably with the performance of other sectors where above
inflation price increases have been the norm over recent years.
The commercial rates annual income over the period 2017 – 2021 are detailed in table 2 below.
Table 2 – Commercial Rates Income

Year
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Rates Income
€321,481,363
€324,255,552
€338,299,503
€357,693,512
€362,887,342

Source: DCC Annual Financial Statements 2017 – 2021

The 2021 income increase of €5M is primarily due to additional buoyancy.
The graph below identifies the breakdown of charges per electoral area. South East Inner City
and North Inner City account for 68% of the annual charge.
Graph 1 – 2021 Commercial Rates Income by Electoral Area

Artane-Whitehall,
€13.3m, 4%
South West Inner
City,
€17.2m, 5%

BallyfermotDrimnagh,
€19.6m, 5%

Ballymun-Finglas,
€7.2m, 2%
Cabra-Glasnevin,
€9.1m, 3%
Clontarf,
€5.3m, 1%
Donaghmede,
€2.9m, 1%
Kimmage-Rathmines,
€7.6m, 2%

South East Inner City,
€159.7m, 44%

North Inner City,
€88.7m, 24%

Pembroke,
€32.3m, 9%
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Rates Collection Percentages Y2017 – Y2021
Table 3 below outlines the year on year performance by DCC in the collection of rates.
Table 3 – Analysis of DCC Rates Collection Y2017 – Y2021

Year

2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Arrears
01-Jan

Charge

€m
41.1
32.4
27.8
23.1
34.1

€m
321.5
324.3
338.3
357.7
362.9

Write Off

Specific
Total for
Arrears at
%
Receipts
Doubtful
Collection
31-Dec
Collected
Arrears
€m
€m
€m
€m
€m
0.0
339.4
306.9
32.4
3.6
91.5%
0.0
334.4
306.7
27.8
2.5
92.4%
0.0
343.2
320.1
23.1
2.0
94.0%
159.5
205.3
171.2
34.1
1.8
84.0%
99.8
276.6
238.5
38.1
2.2
87.0%

Commercial
Rates
Waivers

€m
23.2
22.3
22.9
16.0
20.5

Source: DCC Annual Financial Statements 2017 – 2021

The 3% increase in collection in 2021 compares favourably with the 2020 collection performance,
furthermore if the rates waiver was classed as receipts the collection performance would be 90%.
It should be noted that the number of ratepayers qualifying for the commercial rates waiver in
2021 was significantly reduced when compared to the 2020 scheme. Table 3 summarises and
contrasts the value of the 2020 schemes €159.5M, (9 months) to the 2021 schemes €99.8M
(€100.5M, 12 months less €0.6M 2020 reversals), on average government funding for each
quarter in 2021 has been reduced by €28.1m.
Closing arrears have increased by €4M, which represents 1% of the total 2021 warrant and when
viewed in the context of an exceptionally challenging year, this performance is extremely positive.
The City Council’s collection performance compares favourably with the comparative average of
the Irish Local Authority Sector. The graph below outlines the average annual sectoral %
collection performances of 86%, 88%, 89% and 78% respectively for the years 2017 - 2020.
The DCC collection for 2020 compares favourably as the 4th highest performing authority.
Graph 2 – DCC vs City and County Councils Rates Percentage Collection

100.0%
95.0%

90.0%
85.0%
80.0%

91.5%
86.0%

94.0%
89.0%

92.4%
88.0%

84.0%

75.0%

78.0%

70.0%
65.0%
60.0%

55.0%
2017

2018
DCC

2019

2020

City & County Councils

Source: DCC Annual Financial Statements 2017 - 2020
Local Government Audit Service Activity Reports
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Covid -19 and Financial Support
The government amended the commercial rates waiver scheme for 2021, with a reduced number
of business categories qualifying for the waiver in the first 3 quarters (18,783 accounts 2020
against 9,200 accounts 2021).
Of particular significance/importance was the exclusion of both Industrial and Offices properties,
when compared with the 2020 schemes.
The Q4 scheme extended the Rates Waiver in a more targeted approach for the last 3 months of
2021, excluding Retail and Health, whilst focusing continued financial supports on the Hospitality,
Leisure and Entertainment sectors.
In total the waiver was applied to 9,200 accounts which represented 46% of total rate accounts.
The value of the waiver as applied was €100.5M which was 28% of the charge for the 12 months
period.
Table 4 – Rates Waiver by Charge Range

Charge 2021

No. of
Accounts

0.00-999
1,000-2,999
3,000-4,999
5,000-9,999
10,000-24,999
25,000-49,999
50,000-74,999
75,000-99,999
100,000+
Total

No. of
Rates
Waiver
Accounts

1,858
5,677
3,590
3,935
2,850
1,096
396
172
494
20,068

532
2,258
1,985
2,210
1,423
455
123
51
163
9,200

% of
Accounts
Waiver
Applied
28.6%
39.8%
55.3%
56.2%
49.9%
41.5%
31.1%
29.7%
33.0%
45.8%

Rates
Waiver
Credit
€m
0.2
3.6
6.2
12.9
18.5
13.5
6.3
3.9
35.4
100.5

Graph 3 – Rates Waiver by Valuation Category
The graph below shows the breakdown of the waiver value per valuation category.
Miscellaneous,
€8.3m, 8%

Retail,
€47.4m, 47%

Hospitality,
€29.8m, 30%

Industrial,
€1.7m, 2%
Office,
€5.0m, 5%

Leisure,
€8.3m, 8%
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Graph 4 – Rates Waiver by Electoral Area
The graph below shows the breakdown of the waiver value per electoral area.

Cabra-Glasnevin,
€3.9m, 4%
North Inner City,
€27.9m, 28%
South East Inner City,
€38.4m, 38%

Artane-Whitehall,
€4.5m, 5%
Clontarf,
€3.2m, 3%
Pembroke,
€8.4m, 8%
Kimmage-Rathmines,
€3.2m, 3%

Donaghmede,
€1.6m, 2%
South West Inner
City,
€4.5m, 4%

BallyfermotDrimnagh,
€2.8m, 3%

Ballymun-Finglas,
€2.1m, 2%

Level of Arrears for the Period 2017– 2021
The economic downturn and global financial crisis which initiated the recession post 2008
significantly impacted on the rates collection culminating in an arrears high of €76.3M in 2012.
The graph below clearly outlines the changing level of arrears over the period.
Graph 5 – Rates Debtor Y2017 – Y2021
€45,000,000
€40,000,000
€35,000,000
€30,000,000
€25,000,000
€20,000,000
€15,000,000
€10,000,000
€5,000,000
€0
Rates Debtor @ 31/12

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

€32,433,925

€27,761,895

€23,058,148

€34,063,392

€38,124,419
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Through improvements in the annual % collection, a focused debt management approach,
improvement in economic factors and the conclusion of liquidation / receivership cases, the rates
office achieved a reduction in arrears to €23.1M in 2019, the lowest level since 1999.
The 2021 level of arrears of €38.1M is an increase of €4.0M on 2020 levels and reflects the
economic challenges and trading difficulties of 2021.
The impact of the withdrawal of government supports is evident when examining the 2021
performance. The categories of Offices and Industrial Units experienced a deterioration in
collection levels with arrears increasing by 40% and 21% respectively when compared to the
previous year’s balance, see Table 5 below.
The Leisure and Hospitality debtor reflects a low level of performance on the incoming prior year
arrears, this is as expected given that the majority of those ratepayers were significantly
impacted by business closures and restrictions.
Table 5 – Change in Arrears from 2020 to 2021 by Category

2021 Year End
2022 Year End
Change in
CATEGORY
Arrears
Arrears
Arrears
Fuel/Depot
€
114,659 €
299,932 €
185,273
Global
€
972,614 €
715,036 -€
257,578
Health
€
23,802 €
173,115 €
149,313
Hospitality
€
3,513,393 €
2,776,857 -€
736,536
Industrial
€
5,033,487 €
6,077,970 €
1,044,483
Leisure
€
3,438,998 €
3,248,196 -€
190,803
Miscellaneous €
1,082,913 €
1,296,699 €
213,786
N/A
€
821,797 €
791,470 -€
30,327
Office
€
8,647,731 €
12,097,538 €
3,449,807
Retail
€
10,405,318 €
10,647,607 €
242,289
Utility
€
8,681 €
-€
8,681
Totals
€
34,063,392 €
38,124,419 €
4,061,027
Age Profile of the 2021 Arrears of €38.1M
The graph as below shows that €21.5M (57%) of the arrears comprise of charges accrued in
respect of 2021, €4.6M (12%) and €4.7M (12%) refers to charges accrued in 2020 and 2019
respectively, with the balance of €7.3M (19%) in respect of charges pre 2019. This reflects the
challenging economic environment as presented in 2021 and the operating constraints placed on
ratepayers.
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Graph 6 – Age Profile of 2021 Arrears
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Analysis of the 2021 Arrears Accounts
There are 6815 accounts in arrears @ 31/12/21 which equates to 34% of the total number of rate
accounts in 2021. The number of accounts in arrears has decreased by 124 in comparison with
2020. The table below shows that 61% of those accounts in arrears have an annual charge
below €5,000. This is in line with the performance in 2020. In addition, 75.5% of the arrears value
(€28.7M) relates to accounts where the annual rates charge exceeds €5000.
Table 6 – Rate Arrears by Charge Range

Charge 2021

No. of
No. of
Accounts
Accounts
in
Arrears

Actual
Arrears
Based on
GL

Actual
Arrears
%

€m
0.00-999
1,000-2,999
3,000-4,999
5,000-9,999
10,000-24,999
25,000-49,999
50,000-74,999
75,000-99,999
100,000+
Total

1,858
5,677
3,590
3,935
2,850
1,096
396
172
494
20,068

725
2,137
1,310
1,349
872
260
67
22
73
6,815

1.4
3.9
4.1
7.2
8.3
4.5
2.4
0.6
5.7
38.1

3.6%
10.2%
10.7%
18.9%
21.8%
11.8%
6.3%
1.7%
15.0%
100.0%
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Analysis of the 2021 Arrears by Rate Description Category
Further analysis of the arrears identifies the breakdown per category as per the graph.
Graph 7 – Arrears by Category
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€3.3m, 9%

Hospitality,
€2.8m, 7%

Retail,
€10.6m, 28%

Industrial,
€6.1m, 16%

Office,
€12.1m, 32%

Leisure,
€3.2m, 8%

2021 Arrears Schedule Status
The table below outlines the current status of the breakdown of the €38.1M arrears.
Table 7 – Analysis of Arrears Schedule Status

Arrears
Amount

Status

Arrears
Amount
%

Court Proceedings
Liquidations / Receiverships / Ceased Trading
Revisions / Appeals / VTA

€m
10.1
1.8
1.1

26.5%
4.8%
2.9%

Settlements agreed / Pending / Discharged by
Instalments
Under Investigation / Law Dept
Account For Write Off / Written Off
Decree Obtained / Warrant
Total

12.0
10.3
1.7
1.1
38.1

31.4%
27.0%
4.4%
3.0%
100.0%
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2021 Arrears by Electoral Area
The graph below shows the breakdown of the arrears per electoral area.
Graph 8 – Arrears by Electoral Area
Cabra-Glasnevin,
€1.8m, 5%
South East Inner City,
€9.3m, 24%

North Inner City,
€9.1m, 24%

Pembroke,
€3.4m, 9%

Artane-Whitehall,
€2.8m, 7%

Kimmage-Rathmines,
€1.1m, 3%

Clontarf,
€3.2m, 9%
South West Inner
City,
€3.6m, 9%

BallyfermotDrimnagh,
€2.2m, 6%

Ballymun-Finglas,
€1.2m, 3%

Donaghmede,
€0.4m, 1%

Conclusion
The last two years have been unprecedented for businesses and the national economy.
Business trade has been hugely disrupted during 2021, more strongly in sectors such as
hospitality and entertainment, arising from the impact of public health measures, with many
businesses mandated to cease physical trading, or operate at a reduced capacity or restricted
services.
The Government in providing the commercial rates waiver alleviates financial pressures on
businesses and provides a cash flow to the City Council to continue service delivery as planned.
In setting and collecting commercial rates, the Council is tasked with performing an extremely
delicate balancing act in ensuring that local businesses pay rates and being conscious of
supporting those businesses where financial pressures present from time to time.
The council operates its rates policy on a consistent basis, with flexibility and reasonableness,
seeking to ensure that where financial difficulties exist, arrangements can be put in place which
allows rates to be paid on a basis that facilitates businesses to continue trading, especially
important as we exit the covid environment.
Finally, I want to acknowledge the flexibility, resilience and commitment of the rate collectors and
rates staff in operating in a very challenging year and ensuring the effective administration of the
rates waiver schemes, the functions of the rates office and communication with all ratepayers
during the year.
The 2021 opening arrears of €38.1M have reduced €27.7M at 02/04/2022.
Fintan Moran
Head of Management Accounting
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€23.2m
2.1%

€35.4m
3.1%
€375.5m
33.2%
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Government Grants
Goods & Services
Rates
LPT

€366.9m
32.5%

Net Credit Balance

€329.0m
29.1%

Total: €1,130.0m
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•

This report seeks to inform the SPC members
as to the varied income sources supporting
City services, their 2022 budgeted value and
how those income sources are allocated.

Source of Income
Housing, Local Government & Heritage
Housing & Building
Road Transport & Safety
Water Services
Development Management
Environmental Services
Miscellaneous Services
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Other Departments & Bodies
Rural & Community Development
Enterprise Ireland
Transport Infrastructure Ireland
Environment, Climate and Communications
Children, Equality, Disability, Integration & Youth
Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sports & Media
Health
Social Protection
Defence
Justice
National Transport Authority
Other Departments
Agriculture, Food & The Marine

Total

2022
305,748,035
5,780,600
1,747,860
1,030,465
9,364,024
28,303,235
351,974,219

10,750,747
2,578,842
2,377,000
2,244,693
1,720,991
1,111,000
1,069,424
475,000
410,000
403,634
330,000
118,963
20,000
23,610,294
375,584,513

DCC receives
grants/subsidies
from over 14
depts.
 94% received
from Dept. of
Housing
 6% received from
all other Depts.
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Some of the
grants listed are
funded by LPT
receipts and not
government
contributions
 Housing and
Building largest
grant purpose


Source of Income
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Rents from Houses
Local Authority Contributions
Irish Water
Parking Fines / Charges
Pension Contributions
Agency Services & Repayable Works
Miscellaneous
Roads Income (Permits, Licences, T2 Charges, etc.)
Housing Loans Interest & Charges
Bridge Tolls
Contribution from Capital
Enforcement of Waste Regs
Recreation / Amenity / Culture
RAS / Rental Income
NPPR
Sale / Leasing of other property / Industrial Sites
Planning Fees
Bike Scheme
Derelict Sites Levy
IPB Income
Fire Charges
Total

2022
93,000,000
77,253,116
44,780,198
30,765,000
10,232,000
9,944,500
8,319,619
6,787,100
6,697,194
6,686,824
5,490,424
5,185,000
4,782,609
4,311,966
2,500,000
2,419,173
2,405,250
2,000,268
2,000,000
1,815,195
1,600,000
328,975,436

75% of all income
through highest 4
sources
1. Rents 28%
2. Local Authority
Contributions 24%
3. Irish Water 14%
4. Parking 9%
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Local Authority
contributions
mainly related to
DFB services
Income is raised /
collected differently
across the varied
range of services
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All income whether a grant, subsidy or
charge, supports the DCC service to which
it relates for example
Housing related income (grants, subsidy,
rents) support the specific housing service
for which they are provided and do not fund
any other service
This holds for all services and all
grants/subsidies/charges

Housing

€420.6m

Roads

€53.7m

Water

€48.7m
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Development

€23.0m

Env & Eng

€106.3m

Culture
Education

€12.4m
€0.7m

Misc

€39.1m
0.0

100.0

200.0

300.0

400.0

500.0

Total: €704.5m
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Gross Income is the
sum of grants,
subsidies and
charges for goods
and services for
each DCC Division.
Housing accounts
for 60% of all
income sources



Housing and
Environment and
Engineering
combined account
for 75% of all
income sources

Housing

€76.8m

Roads

€72.9m

Water

€16.2m
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Development

€34.2m

Env & Eng

€118.5m

Culture
Education

€97.7m
€1.4m

Misc

€7.8m
0.0

20.0

40.0

60.0

80.0

100.0

120.0

140.0

Total: €425.5m
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Net Expenditure is
the residual value of:
a) proposed
budgeted
expenditure less b)
gross income.
Net expenditure is
funded by rates, the
credit balance and
LPT







Environment and
Engineering has the
highest net
expenditure (28% of
total)
50% of all net
expenditure relates
to Environment and
Engineering and
Culture
Functions with high
income will have low
net expenditure

€35.4m
8.3%
€23.2m
5.5%

€366.9m
86.2%
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Rates
LPT
Net Credit
Balance

Total: €425.5m
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Rates is the largest
component at
86.2%
The credit balance
is generated from
surplus income
/unrealised
expenditure over
the prior and
current year.



The LPT figure as
shown, is in a
prescribed form
including:
Pension Related
Deduction €16.4m
Historic General
Purpose Grant
€2.7m and LPT
Discretionary
€4.1m

Housing

€497.4m

Roads

€126.6m

Water

€64.9m
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Development

€57.2m

Env & Eng

€224.8m

Culture
Education

€110.1m
€2.1m

Misc

€46.9m
0.0

100.0

200.0

300.0

400.0

500.0

600.0

Total: €1,130.0m
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Expenditure is kept
to reasonable levels
and limited to
available resources
It is not the case
that expenditure
levels are set and
then income levels
are increased to
match

Income from goods &
services and from
grants & subsidies
always funds the
specific service that
it relates to

Oifis an Cheannasaí Airgeadais, An Roinn Airgeadais
Oifigí na Cathrach, An Ché Adhmaid, Baile Átha Cliath 8, Éire
Office of the Head of Finance, Finance Department,
Civic Offices, Wood Quay, Dublin 8, Ireland
T. 01 222 2102/3 E. finoff@dublincity.ie

Report to the Finance Strategic Policy Committee
Consideration of the establishment of a subcommittee to focus on Local Government
Funding

Background
The work programme (2019-2024) of the Finance Strategic Policy Committee includes the item:
This committee will develop and support a campaign for sustainable local government funding,
involving stakeholders across the local government sector and business.
This supports objectives 4 and 5 of the Finance SPC, being to promote social and economic
prosperity and to achieve sustainable local government funding.
A review of Local Government Funding as impacts Dublin City Council was recently
commissioned with Grant Thornton. The report was presented to and debated by the Finance
SPC at the March meeting.
Terms of Reference
It is proposed that the SPC consider the merits in establishing a subcommittee of the SPC to
specifically focus on Local Government Funding. In the SPC work programme, the specific
objective is to develop and support a campaign for sustainable local government funding.
Outline terms of reference are set out in this report for consideration by the SPC members
including matters referenced in the work programme.









Convene a seminar to debate local government funding and the issues raised in the
Grant Thornton report
Carry out a public consultation process
Encourage public debate and discussion on the matter of local government funding
Engage with all parties interested in local government funding
Develop good working relationships with Councillors and the Executive of other local
authorities in particular the other three Dublin Local Authorities
Engage with the Department of Housing, Heritage and Local Government
Presentation of outcome of seminar and consultation
Make policy recommendations to the City Council relating to changes sought in
government policy.
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Interested parties
The subcommittee will seek to engage with as many interested parties as possible
including IBEC, ICTU, CCMA, Dublin Chamber of Commerce, Dublin Docklands Forum,
DoHP&LG, Universities, International Dimension, and Other Dublin Local Authorities.
Timeframe
It is proposed that there would be a maximum of four subcommittee meetings held over
a six month period.
Members





It is suggested that the subcommittee membership should reflect the SPC ratio of 2:1
elected members to sectoral interests and that four councillors and two sectoral interest
members be nominated.
A quorum of 3 members will be required.
Membership will reflect a gender balance, where possible.
The Deputy Chief Executive Head of Finance and other senior staff will report to the
subcommittee and attend all meetings.

Meeting schedule, format and reporting




Meetings will be held on a six weekly basis and report to each Finance SPC meeting
occurring within the life of the subcommittee.
Meetings will be held in-camera unless otherwise determined by the subcommittee.
Meetings will have a formal agenda, minutes will be taken and both the agenda and
minutes will be published, adhering to the requirements of the Transparency Code.

Subcommittee – Secretariat
Finance Department
Dublin City Council,
Block 1, Floor 8,
Civic Offices,
Fishamble Street,
Dublin 8
Email: finoff@dublincity.ie
Tel: +353 (0) 1 222 2102

Kathy Quinn
Deputy Chief Executive
Head of Finance
With responsibility for ICT
19th May 2022
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Oifis an Cheannasaí Airgeadais, An Roinn Airgeadais
Oifigí na Cathrach, An Ché Adhmaid, Baile Átha Cliath 8, Éire
Office of the Head of Finance, Finance Department,
Civic Offices, Wood Quay, Dublin 8, Ireland
T. 01 222 2102/3 E. finoff@dublincity.ie

Report to the Chairperson and members of the Finance Strategic Policy Committee
Dublin City Council’s LPT Local Adjustment Factor

1.0 Background

A review of Local Government Funding as applies to Dublin City Council was recently
commissioned with the report presented to the March Finance SPC meeting.

One issue

considered in the review was the setting of the Dublin City Council’s LPT Local Adjustment
Factor. This issue was brought to the Budget Consultative Group (BCG) at its meeting held on
21st April. A copy of the Local Government Funding review was provided to all BCG members
along with an explanatory document. The BCG were asked to


examine the impact of the approach taken to date and



evaluate if there are other feasible approaches that would yield additional resources to
support additional services.

2.0 Budget Consultative Group (BCG)

The BCG is a non-statutory group of elected members which meets to discuss financial /
budgetary issues. The Local Government Acts provide that the Corporate Policy Group (CPG),
made up of the Lord Mayor and chairs of the SPCs and LCDC be consulted with in regard to the
preparation of the draft budget by the Chief Executive. Since 2004, the CPG has relied on the
work of the BCG in budgetary matters. The BCG has a member from all the political groupings
on Dublin City Council and is chaired by the Chairperson of the Finance Strategic Policy
Committee.

3.0 Overview of LPT
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The LPT framework is complex with many deductions. So as to refresh the understanding of all
SPC members, an overview of LPT deductions, as provided in the funding review report, is as
follows:
…LPT Funding Deductions and Allocations

LPT funding undergoes statutory deductions which can be broken down as follows:

a)

Equalisation Fund:
20% of total LPT funding goes straight into the Equalisation Fund and 80% kept locally
for the Council’s use.

b) Council Margin Vote Increase:
15% of the total LPT sum is then taken from the remaining 80%. This is due to the council
voting down the 15% margin increase on LPT every year. Despite these deductions,
there is still a sizeable amount of LPT funding left. In theory this represents a new locally
generated source of revenue for the Council. However this is not the case. Following the
statutory deductions, the remaining LPT funding must undergo the following three
allocations:

1)

The Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage will direct the
Council to allocate an amount of LPT funding for the ‘self-funding’ of housing and
roads. 'Self-funding’ is a term used by Government which implies that Local
Authorities who are 'self-funding’ have enough resources to meet their needs. In
the context of LPT, ‘self-funding’ Local Authorities use LPT funding as a substitute
for previous Central Government Grant Funding.

2)

The Council must also use LPT funds to pay a fixed amount for Pension Related
Deductions (PRD) and

3)

General Purpose Grants (GPG) previously funded by Central Government….

Finally, after these allocations, the remaining sum of LPT funding becomes the
Discretionary Funding for the Council. This funding can be used by the Council on
whatever they wish. However, the amount remaining after all the deductions and
allocations leaves only a nominal sum compared to the original total with some €4.1m in
available in 2022.
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4.0 Key related points within the Local Government Funding Review

The Local Government Funding review examined the Local Property Tax and how it applied to
Dublin City Council in detail. Report extracts are set out below on key LPT related points:


Concerns held around retention of additional funds



Funding impact of Adjustment Factor Decisions taken since the introduction of the LPT



Rationale not to make decisions to secure additional resources



Trends in applying a reduction to the Local Adjustment Factor

Concerns held around retention of additional funds
…In the event that a Local Authority decides to increase LPT rates, they retain 100% of the
additional LPT collected. Whereas a Local Authority that decides to reduce LPT rates, the full
cost of that reduction is reflected in a reduced LPT allocation to that local authority. In recent
years, Dublin City Councillors have expressed concerns that should LPT rates be increased, the
additional funds would be dealt with under the ‘self-funding’ category resulting in no new funds
to Dublin City Council…
Funding impact of Adjustment Factor Decisions taken since the introduction of the LPT
…The Council itself, however, has also taken decisions which have impacted upon this tax take
in their continued refusal to implement the available 15% uplift in LPT and indeed their ongoing
use of the discretionary 15% discount to LPT. Over the past eight years this is estimated to have
resulted in approximately €96 million of lost revenue to the Council due to the failure to apply the
base rate and circa €200 million if the 15% uplift is considered…
Rationale not to make decision to secure additional resources
…Local councils have the discretion to vary the tax rate by up to 15% up or down from the base
rate, however, many have opted to apply a discount choosing not to maximise their tax income.
This was in part due to the perverse incentives that the model encouraged for ‘winners’ from the
scheme to not raise their own revenue but instead rely on redistribution from the equalisation
fund and Central Government making up the shortfall and ‘losers’ from the scheme opting not to
increase taxes on their tax base when they do not feel they can utilise that funding directly as
they see fit...
Trends in applying a reduction to the Local Adjustment Factor
…Indeed, only Dublin City and South Dublin County Council have consistently opted to
negatively vary the LAFV by the full 15% each year since its inception in 2015. Since 2015, it is
estimated that some €96 million in LPT income has been foregone by Dublin City Council or so
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circa €12 million per annum with almost €200 million in total if a 15% increase had been
consistently applied…

4.0 Options considered by the BCG

There are clear benefits to be secured by considering afresh how to secure additional resources
through a different approach to the setting of the LPT adjustment factor than taken in previous
years. There is an undisputed and evident need for more services and in parallel, in light of fiscal
pressures from global issues such as the Covid pandemic and Russian invasion of Ukraine,
limited resources. In advance of the 2023 Budget, the BCG members were asked to review this
matter to determine if a changed approach can be put in place.

One option would be that the Elected Members agree to apply either a lesser than the maximum
reduction or an increase to the 2023 Local Adjustment Factor.

A programme of services

specifically identified with the additional funding available through this would be agreed as part
of the LPT meeting and the subsequent Budget Meeting. In broad terms, a 5% movement in
lesser reduction/increase will provide €4.1m additional funding for services. For example if the
Local Adjustment Factor was to be left at the basic rate (no reduction, no increase) an additional
€12.3m would become available to be allocated to services.

A second option, perhaps to be considered at the start of the next council term (2024 to 2029)
would be to determine a programme of services that would be provided based on the funding
yield from an agreed approach to the setting of the Local Adjustment Factor, over the lifetime of
that council. For example, as in the example above, the Elected Members might agree to set the
Local Adjustment Factor at the Basic Rate, for each of the years 2024 through to 2029. In this
approach, additional funding of €12.3m would be available to be allocated to services in each
year.
5.0 Discussion points of BCG
The discussion of the BCG members included:


Agreement on the need to secure additional funding for services.



The value of local services and amenities is well appreciated, more so since the
pandemic.



Concerns were expressed that should a changed approach be taken to the Local
Adjustment Factor that the Department of Housing would substitute the additional funds
generated (€4.1m for every 5% movement) for grants currently received and thereby
negate any benefit to DCC.
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All income options must be scrutinised so as to provide the best services, including
relooking at the LPT.



Local improvements have huge benefits for communities



The existing arrangements have a lack of visibility of what happens to the LPT liability
discharged by Dublin householders.

.
6.0 Consideration of issue by Finance SPC
The BCG members believe that this issue will benefit from wider discussion, beyond the BCG.
The views and comments of the Finance SPC members are sought so as to build a broader
perspective on this very important matter

Councilor Seamas McGrattan
Chairperson
Finance Strategic Policy Committee
19th May 2022
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Report to the Finance Strategic Policy Committee

1.0 Background
At the BCG meeting held on 21st April, the report of the Review of Local Government Funding
as applies to Dublin City Council was considered with regard to Dublin City Council’s Charging
Policy. The purpose of the discussion was to examine how Dublin City Council’s charges are
set with view to establishing the best policy to safeguard Dublin City Council’s resource base
while applying fair and appropriate charges. BCG members agreed that this matter would
benefit from further information to be debated again and a further meeting was held on 12th
May 2022. Dublin City Council’s goods and services income is budgeted at €329m in 2022.

2.0 Report Focus
The key areas of focus of this report are:
1. Largest income sources
2. Scope of proposed Charging Policy
3. Nature of service for which charges are made
4. Existing and continuing role of Elected Members in setting charges
5. Worked examples of how the potential charges might be applied.

3.0 Largest Income Sources
There are over 70 distinct goods and services income, which range in value across all
departments. Schedule A gives details of the twenty highest value goods and services
income, which amount to €305.3m. The highest three income sources account for 66% of the
total value of the highest twenty income sources. These are Housing Rents €93m, Contribution
for Fire and Ambulance Services from other Dublin Local Authorities €62.2m and the Irish
Water SLA €44.8m, totalling €200.8m.

4.0 Scope of proposed charging policy
Dublin City Council applies a range of charges, some, but not all, of which the proposed
Charging Policy will apply. It should be noted that Commercial Rates are determined by the
Elected Members at Statutory Budget Meeting and are not considered. Charges that the policy
will not apply to are:
 Nationally set charges such as planning application fees.
 Housing rents which are set by a separate differential rents scheme and
 Charges already determined through another mechanism
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Schedule B sets out all charges not in scope of the proposed policy. The cumulative value of
these charges is €271m.

5.0 Nature of service for which charges are made
Dublin City Council provides a wide range of services and for some of those services, charges
apply. Schedule C gives details of charges to which inflation increases could be apply.
Reduced Inflation Rate
The nature of the service for which charges are made is a key determinant of the approach
taken by Dublin City Council to setting that charge. Dublin City Council provides many services
of a leisure / amenity / sporting nature. Dublin City Council promotes and encourages
participation in sporting and recreational activities at all levels and the use and enjoyment of the
many amenities within our City. The use of Dublin City Council facilities is particularly important
where market forces render private facilities (gyms, pools etc.) too expensive for some in the
community to avail of. As a result, it is a key aspect of service provision that the charges
applied for these services recognise the social connections and public health benefits accruing.
The BCG proposes that such charges would move in line with inflation / cost of provision at a
rate of 50%. That is for every 2% movement in inflation and or cost of provision, charges will
move by 1%. Schedule C items 3 (recreation, amenity and culture), 7 (fire charges), 8 (civic
and amenity centres) and 9 (other recycling services) are suggested.
Increased Inflation Rate
Dublin City Council provides services which can trigger a shift in behaviour yielding positive
environmental impacts. One such service is on-street parking in the City Centre zone. There is
an acknowledgement that a modal shift from private to public transport supports efforts to
address climate change. The benefits of such a change are at a global and local level, through
improved local air quality. It is appropriate to apply a charging regime for this service that
prompts users to seek other, more environmentally beneficial options. It is proposed that
parking related charges move in line with inflation / cost of provision at a rate of 150%. That is
for every 2% movement in inflation and or cost of provision, charges will move by 3%.
Schedule C items 1 (parking fines and charges), 2 (bridge tolls), 10 (other HGV), 11 (markets
related) and 12 (other parking) are suggested.
Unadjusted Inflation Rate
The remaining income sources on Schedule C, items 4 (property leasing), 5 (hoardings) and 6
(dublinbikes) are suggested as having charges set with regard to inflation as previously
discussed i.e. without increase or decrease.

6.0 Role of Elected Members in setting charges
The policy refers to adjusting charges in respect of either inflation or the stepped increased in
costs. It in no way impacts on the capacity for Elected Members to review the base charge.

7.0 Worked Options
The BCG members considered annual and bi-annual charging options. Schedule D provides
worked examples across the three scenarios outlined at 5.0 above. The Central Bank of
Ireland forecasts an inflation rate of 6.5% for 2022 and 2.4% for 2023. For charges to which
inflation (unadjusted) would apply, NOW Dublinbikes are shown as example.
For charges to which an increased rate of inflation would apply, Tom Clarke Bridge Tolls are
shown as an example. The increased rate of inflation used is 9.75% for 2022 and 3.6% for
2023.
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For charges to which a reduced rate of inflation would apply, Civic Amenity charges are shown
as an example. The reduced rate of inflation used is 3.25% for 2022 and 1.2% for 2023.

8.0 Byelaws
In the event that the Finance Strategic Policy Committee agree an approach to Dublin City
Council’s Charging Policy, then the issue of byelaws will be further examined. Some charges
are set under the framework of existing DCC byelaws. The BCG proposes that the feasibility
of amending the relevant byelaws to facilitate an efficient approach to adjusting charges for
inflation. The BCG suggest that an annual report would be brought to the City Council listing
charges to be adjusted for inflation. This assessment may require the advice of the Law Agent.
Kathy Quinn
Head of Finance
With responsibility for ICT
12th May 2022
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Appendices
Schedule A

Status

1

No

Goods and Services Incomes Schedule A Twenty Highest Goods
Income Stream
Y2022
Y2021
Y2021R
G+S_Rents from
Houses

93,000,000

LAContrib_Fire
Service
2

No

3

No

4

Yes

5

No

92,000,000
60,740,734

62,171,326

G+S_Irish Water
G+S_Parking Fines &
Charges
G+S_Pension Contrib
G+S_Agency Services
& Repayable Works

92,400,000

62,044,722

44,780,198

44,073,310

39,333,899

30,765,000

36,260,000

23,260,000

10,232,000

10,911,000

10,635,900

10,078,000

6

No

9,944,500

7

No

LAContrib_Homeless
Voluntary

7,250,000

7,250,000

7,250,000

8

No

G+S_Housing Loans

6,697,194

7,748,600

6,587,376

9

Yes

OtherInc_Bridge Tolls

6,686,824

5,578,900

5,036,824

OtherInc_Contrib
from Capital

9,895,535

2,214,875

10

No

5,341,524

11

No

12

Yes

OtherInc_Enforcemen
t of Waste
G+S_Recreation,
Amenity, Culture

13

No

OtherInc_RAS Tenant
Contrib

2,911,966

2,995,000

2,911,966

14

No

G+S_NPPR

2,500,000

2,500,000

4,500,000

15

No

G+S_Sale/Leasing of
Property/Industrial
Sites

2,419,173

2,322,338

2,508,487

16

No

2,405,250

2,887,500

1,924,200

17

No

2,164,170

1,600,000

1,600,000

G+S_Planning Fees
LAContrib_Building
Control

2,540,620

5,185,000

4,185,500

5,171,323

4,782,609

6,328,079

1,986,992

Comment
Covered by
Differential
Rents Scheme
Linked to
agreed
recoupment
basis
All
expenditure
fully recouped
Query on Bye
laws process
Deducted from
staff
Bulk of income
is HSE
Ambulance
Agreed
contribution
from 3DLA's
increased from
€5m
Linked to
interest rates
Query on Bye
laws process.
Funding from
capital account
for agreed
works
Rates approved
by DoH

Covered by
Differential
Rents Scheme
Historic income
covered by
Legislation
There are 5
year rent
reviews in
place
Fees agreed by
legislation
Linked to
NBCMO. Not
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18
19
20

Yes
Yes
No

OtherInc_Section 89
Licences/Hoarding
OtherInc_Bike Scheme
OtherInc_Derelict
Sites Levy
Total
Yes - Apply inflation
No - Do not apply
inflation

2,100,000
2,000,268
2,000,000
305,337,00
2
46,334,701
259,002,30
1

1,300,000
2,569,448
1,300,000

2,100,000
1,739,767
1,768,894

DCC Income,
surplus reserve
Query with
Roads
Levy is 7% of
Market Value

Schedule B

Scope Schedule B Goods and Services Income not in
No Status Income Stream

1

No

2

No

3

No

4

No

5

No

G+S_Rents from Houses
LAContrib_Fire Service
G+S_Irish Water
G+S_Pension Contrib
G+S_Agency Services &
Repayable Works

Y2022

93,000,000
62,171,326
44,780,198
10,232,000
9,944,500

Y2021

Y2021R

92,000,000 92,400,000
60,740,734

62,044,722

44,073,310 39,333,899
10,911,000
10,078,000

10,635,900

No

LAContrib_Homeless Voluntary

7,250,000

7,250,000

7,250,000

7

No

G+S_Housing Loans

6,697,194

7,748,600

6,587,376

8

No

9

No

2,214,875
5,341,524

OtherInc_Enforcement of
Waste

5,185,000

2,540,620
4,185,500

No

OtherInc_RAS Tenant Contrib

2,911,966

2,995,000

2,911,966

11

No

G+S_NPPR

2,500,000

2,500,000

4,500,000

12
13

No
No

G+S_Planning Fees
LAContrib_Building Control

2,405,250
2,164,170

2,887,500
1,600,000

1,924,200
1,600,000

14

No

OtherInc_Derelict Sites Levy

2,000,000

1,300,000

1,768,894

15

No

1,698,240
1,610,000

Agreed
contribution from
3DLA's increased
from €5m
Linked to interest
rates
Funding from
capital account for
agreed works

5,171,323

10

OtherInc_Rental Income

Covered by
Differential Rents
Scheme
Linked to agreed
recoupment basis
All expenditure
fully recouped
Deducted from
staff

9,895,535

6

OtherInc_Contrib from Capital

Comment

1,040,830

Covered by
Differential Rents
Scheme
Historic income
covered by
Legislation
Fees agreed by
legislation
Linked to NBCMO.
Levy is 7% of
Market Value
Primarily Social
Housing PPP
income
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16

No

17
18

No
No

19
20

No
No

21
22
23
24
25

No
No
No
No
No

26
27
28

OtherInc_IPB Dividend

1,465,195

LAContrib_CAMP

1,411,000
1,022,982

OtherInc_Public Bodies

OtherInc_Building Control
LAContrib_Air & Noise

785,500
726,147

3,855,211
1,411,000
1,001,827

863,000
0

3,855,211
1,411,095
1,561,603

626,500
177,565

600,000
568,598
565,000
503,000
500,000

600,000
624,475
565,000
503,000
1,000,000

600,000
519,261
512,050
507,210
300,000

No

LAContrib_Valuation Fees
OtherInc_ServiceChargeRecoup
OtherInc_Travellers Rents
LAContrib_Civil Defence
OtherInc_Entry Year Levy
LAContrib_Waste Management
Plan

492,612

612,612

352,612

No
No

OtherInc_Internal Receipts
LAContrib_Traffic

415,282
380,000

497,782
380,000

620,650
380,000

29

No

LAContrib_Enforcement of
Waste

355,000

250,000

355,071

30

No

OtherInc_IPB_(JtoH)

350,000

350,000

589,675

31
32
33

No
No
No

OtherInc_Library Council
OtherInc_LEO
OtherInc_Homeless Services

34
35
36
37
38

No
No
No
No
No

LAContrib_Franchise
LAContrib_Central Lab
LAContrib_Smart Dublin
OtherInc_AreaOfficeContrib
LAContrib_WTE

39

No

40
41
42

No
No
No

43
44

No
No

45

No

313,500

Otherinc_Contrib from
Capital_(JtoH)
OtherInc_Internal
Receipts_(AOtoH)
OtherInc_Public Bodies_(JtoH)
LAContrib_Landfill
LAContrib_LEO
LAContrib_Covid Homeless
LAContrib_Dublin Bay
Biosphere

295,000
272,371

313,500
344,000
386,132

260,293
220,000
198,000
194,900
150,000

200,000
220,000
198,000
202,500
150,000

354,500

209,060
270,000
198,000
211,810
176,448

53,963

370,636

142,084
87,000
85,110

6,500
67,000
0

203,097
87,000
0

71,664
60,000

75,000
0
60,000

Linked to Reg Fees,
Disability Certs,
Commencement
Notices
Income from 3
DLA's from work
done by DCC
Valuers on case
files

Linked to VO
Contribution from
DLA's
Funding from
other Sections
Linked to cost
recovery of
Certification
Europe
expenditure from
Fingal
Linked to claims
legacy cases
Recoupment from
Library Council

330,000
272,371

148,900

75,000

Annual dividend
Capped at this
amount per DFB

75,000

Contribiution from
DLA's

Funding from
capital account for
agreed works

Contribution to
Economic Monitor

1,360,131
60,000
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46

No

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

55
56
57

No
No
No

58
59

No
No

60
61

No
No

OtherInc_Misc_(JtoH)
LAContrib_Cost Of
Management_(JtoH)
G+S_Library Fees/Fines
OtherInc_BIDs
LAContrib_Libraries
OtherInc_Sponsorship
OtherInc_Misc_(AOtoH)
OtherInc_Housing Receipts
LAContrib_Heritage
OtherInc_Contribution Prior to
Letting
G+S_Commerical Waste Water
LAContrib_Coroners Court
OtherInc_Contrib from
Capital_(AOtoH)
OtherInc_Covid Homeless
OtherInc_Public
Bodies_(AOtoH)
OtherInc_Street Furniture
Total

56,757

81,500

132,363

54,794
30,650
30,000
20,000
20,000
10,400
8,000
5,000

52,048
29,770
30,000
30,000
60,000
10,400
6,000
15,000

54,794
9,950
30,000
20,000
426
49,253
10,526
55,000

2,500
0
0

200,000
0
30,000

5,000
0
0

0
0

0
0

13,864
73,900

0
0
0
500,000
271,145,367

6,930
18,000
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Schedule C

Schedule C Charges in Scope
No Status

1 Yes

2 Yes
3 Yes

4 Yes

5 Yes
6 Yes

Income Stream
G+S_Parking Fines
& Charges
OtherInc_Bridge
Tolls
G+S_Recreation,
Amenity, Culture
G+S_Sale/Leasing
of
Property/Industrial
Sites
OtherInc_Section
89
Licences/Hoarding
OtherInc_Bike
Scheme

Y2022

9 Yes

G+S_Civic Amenity
OtherInc_Recycling
Services

4,782,609

Comment

6,328,079

1,986,992

2,419,173

2,322,338

There are 5
year rent
reviews in
2,508,487 place

2,100,000

1,300,000

Query with
2,100,000 Roads

2,000,268

2,569,448

1,739,767

1,500,000
1,600,000
500,000

500,000

365,000

459,785

10 Yes

OtherInc_HGV

200,000

200,000

11 Yes

OtherInc_Market
Income

117,292

79,923

OtherInc_Parking
Total

144,700
51,680,866

144,700

12 Yes

Y2021R

Query on
Bye laws
30,765,000 36,260,000 23,260,000 process
Query on
Bye laws
6,686,824 5,578,900 5,036,824 process

G+S_Fire Charges
7 Yes
8 Yes

Y2021

Hourly
chargeout
1,578,245 call.
595,000
400,000
Link to item
200,000 2
Rental
Income &
Parking
175,744 meter Fees.
Parking in
non Roads
117,000 Depts
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Schedule D
Schedule D Examples
2022
6.5

Inflation
Now Dublinbikes
Annual Increase
1 day
3 day
Annual
E bikes

€
€
€
€

Bi Annual Increase
1 day
3 day
Annual
E bikes

2022
€ 3.50
€ 5.00
€ 35.00
€ 60.00

Civic & Amenity
Annual Increase
Car
Estate
Car & Trailler
Van
Household 80L
Food Waste 10L
Food Waste 25L
Green Waste 80L
Skip Bag

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

2022
15.00
20.00
40.00
70.00
4.00
2.00
4.00
2.00
16.00

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

2023
15.49
20.65
41.30
72.28
4.13
2.07
4.13
2.07
16.52

Bi Annual Increase
Car
Estate
Car & Trailler
Van
Household 80L
Food Waste 10L
Food Waste 25L
Green Waste 80L
Skip Bag

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

2022
15.00
20.00
40.00
70.00
4.00
2.00
4.00
2.00
16.00

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

2023
15.00
20.00
40.00
70.00
4.00
2.00
4.00
2.00
16.00

Tolls
Annual Charge
Car
Bus / Van
2 axle lorry
3 axle lorry
4 axle lorry

€
€
€
€
€

2022
1.90
2.90
3.90
4.80
5.80

€
€
€
€
€

2023
2.09
3.18
4.28
5.27
6.37

Bi Annual Charge
Car
Bus / Van
2 axle lorry
3 axle lorry
4 axle lorry

€
€
€
€
€

2022
1.90
2.90
3.90
4.80
5.80

€
€
€
€
€

2023
1.90
2.90
3.90
4.80
5.80

2022
3.50
5.00
35.00
60.00

€
€
€
€

2023
3.73
5.33
37.28
63.90

Rounded
€ 3.50
€ 5.50
€ 37.00
€ 64.00

2023
€ 3.50
€ 5.00
€ 35.00
€ 60.00

Rounded
€ 15.50
€ 20.50
€ 41.50
€ 72.50
€ 4.00
€ 2.00
€ 4.00
€ 2.00
€ 16.50

Rounded
€ 2.10
€ 3.20
€ 4.30
€ 5.30
€ 6.40

2023

2.4

2024
3.58
5.63
37.89
65.54

Rounded
€ 3.50
€ 5.50
€ 38.00
€ 65.50

2024
€ 3.82
€ 5.45
€ 38.17
€ 65.43

Rounded
€ 4.00
€ 5.50
€ 38.00
€ 65.50

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

2024
15.69
20.99
42.50
74.24
4.10
2.05
4.10
2.05
16.90

Rounded
€ 15.50
€ 21.00
€ 42.50
€ 74.00
€ 4.00
€ 2.00
€ 4.00
€ 2.00
€ 17.00

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

2024
15.67
20.90
41.80
73.14
4.18
2.09
4.18
2.09
16.72

Rounded
€ 15.50
€ 21.00
€ 42.00
€ 73.00
€ 4.00
€ 2.00
€ 4.00
€ 2.00
€ 16.50

€
€
€
€
€

2024
2.18
3.32
4.45
5.49
6.63

Rounded
€ 2.20
€ 3.30
€ 4.50
€ 5.50
€ 6.60

€
€
€
€
€

2024
2.16
3.30
4.43
5.46
6.59

Rounded
€ 2.20
€ 3.30
€ 4.40
€ 5.50
€ 6.60

€
€
€
€
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Dublin City Council Audit Committee
Agreed Minutes of Meeting held on 2nd December 2021 at 9.30 a.m.
via MS Teams

Attendance:
Members
Ms. Louise Ryan, Trinity College Dublin, Chairperson (LR) (Chair)
Mr. Johnny McElhinney, Docklands Business Forum (JMcE)
Mr. Nathy Walsh, Institute of Public Administration (NW)
Professor Diarmuid Hegarty, Dublin Chamber (DH)
Councillor Nial Ring (Cllr. NR)
Councillor Naoise O Muiri (Cllr. NOM)

Officials:
Mr. Owen Keegan, Chief Executive (OPK)
Ms. Kathy Quinn, Head of Finance (KQ)
Mr. Paddy Brennan, Head of Internal Audit (PB)
Ms. Ailish McCarthy, Staff Officer, Internal Audit (AMcC)
Invited Attendees:
Mr. Frank d’Arcy, Executive Manager, Housing and Community Services
Ms. Tara Robertson, Administrative Officer, Housing and Community Services
Apologies
Councillor Dáithί De Róiste (Cllr. DDR)
1. Minutes of Audit Committee meeting held on 23rd September 2021 and update on Actions
arising
a. The minutes were agreed.
b. Update on Actions:
Appendix A: Arising from AC meeting 23rd September 2021
Action 1
Update received from E&T states one section of S2S project completed and no post
implementation review was carried out. Updated project management guidelines and reporting
requirements will be used on future sections of the S2S project. .
Action 2
Update received from E&T states the judgement has been appealed and the legal process is still in
progress.
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Action 3
IH confirmed that self-certification by builders operated at that time which resulted in Priory Hall’s
shortcomings. The regulations have since changed in relation to certification and building control
requirements.
Action 4
Note from Housing sets out the role of DCC was to oversee the refurbishment of Priory Hall rather
than establish if adequate investigation was carried out in relation to professional indemnity
insurance.
Note: A comment by AC was made re Action 4 that DCC was made responsible as the fire authority
to re-house people which was omitted from the report.
Action 5
The AC report on the AFS in respect of the year ended 31/12/2021 was noted by the City Council at
its meeting held on the 4th October 2021.
Action 6
Presentation on Flood Alleviation and EU Funding will be provided in 2022.

Appendix B

Actions agreed at Audit Committee meeting held on the 3rd June 2021.
Action 2
Tara Robertson and Frank d’Arcy providing further update on Housing arrears, as per item 3 on
this Agenda.
Action 4
AC are meeting with Chief Executive, Mr Owen Keegan, directly after this meeting.

Actions agreed at Audit Committee meeting held on the 11th March 2021.
Action 1: Procurement Breach
A status report on the timelines and output delivered for the nine recommendations to be
presented to the Members by early 2022 at the latest.
Action 3:
Presentation on Development Plan will be provided in 2022.

2. Standing Item on the agenda – Any Conflict of Interest of A.C. Members
No conflicts of interest were declared.

3. Presentation by Tara Robertson and Frank D’arcy on Housing Rent arrears
Tara Robertson and Frank Darcy gave update on rent arrears.
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LR acknowledged that this is a very complex area with significant variables to consider and that it is
resource intensive to try to bring the arrears figures down.
Overview
 Arrears are up by 1% on last year
 Receipts are up year on year since 2016.
 Collection rate from 2017 to 2020 is showing a reduction year on year.
 58% of tenancies are in arrears
 3064 accounts have aged debt of over 52 weeks owing €26m
Initiatives
 Working with MABS on selection of 30 accounts for a pilot scheme to offer debt relief on full
compliance of a 5 year repayment plan.
 The new Housing IT system will have the capability to send automatic texts and emails to
tenants regarding rent due and acknowledge receipt of payment and other communications.
 Reviewing all 25,000 accounts over a 2 year period in order to minimise retrospective debt.
This has become more deliverable with the access to the LAVA system.
 Working with Law Department in relation to RAS tenancies. DCC are instigating a pilot
project whereby they will take RAS tenants who are defaulting on their rent contribution to
court, seeking decree.
 Legal Court Actions – currently one court date per month.
A lengthy discussion around deduction at source and non-payers was held by the Committee.
It was agreed by the AC there is a pressing need for DCC to drive the case for legislative
change to introduce the deduction of rents at source, backed up with clear data driven
statistics around non-payers.
The Audit Committee requested Housing Rents provide staff costs and legal costs analysis
relating to collection of rent arrears at the March 2022 meeting.
The Audit Committee requested Housing Rents provide the level of collection amount for
year ending 2021 at the March 2022 AC meeting.
Action 1
Housing Rents to provide year-end level of collection for March 2022 AC meeting.
Action 2
Housing Rents to provide details of staffing costs and legal costs relating to collection of
rent arrears and their monthly targets.
4. Audit Committee Documents
(a) Review of Audit Committee Charter
The Audit Committee approved the following to be included in the Charter under section 3.5
of the charter.
The Committee shall meet separately at least annually with
a) The Local Government Auditor
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b) Employees of the Internal Audit Unit
c) The Chief Executive
PB confirmed he has included the review of Corporate Risk Management Policy in the work
plan for next year.
Action 3
PB to submit the Audit Committee Charter to the City Council for adoption at their
meeting to be held on 10th January 2022.

(b) Draft Audit Committee Work Programme 2022.
The Draft Audit Committee Work Programme 2022 was agreed by the AC members.
Action 4
PB to submit the AC Work Programme 2022 to the City Council for adoption at their
meeting to be held on 10th January 2022.
(c) Internal Audit Unit and the Draft Annual Plan 2022
PB updated the Members on the Draft Annual Plan 2022 providing a breakdown of the
number of audits planned along with the current staffing resources within the Unit.
The Draft Internal Annual Plan 2022 was approved by the Audit Committee.
5. Preparation of the report of the Audit Committee on its consideration and findings for the
year 2021 and a review of its performance
Regulation 13 requires the AC to review its own performance and effectiveness. To this end,
the members agreed to complete a self-evaluation questionnaire and return it in December
which will feed into their Annual Report (as per Reg. 15).
PB will forward a copy of the questionnaire to LR and then to all committee members for
completion.
Action 5
PB to send a self-evaluation questionnaire, in relation to the requirement for the AC to
review its performance and effectiveness to the Members for completion in December
2021.
Action 6
PB will submit the Annual Report of the AC to the City Council at their meeting in early
2022.

6. Audit Reports
6 (a) Report no. R03/2021 - Review the process for collection and reconciliation of cash
from on-street Parking Meters
Weak rating – eleven (11) recommendations- Seven (7) high and four (4) medium.
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The overall finding was that the process for the collection and reconciliation of cash requires
immediate attention. There is no formal contract in place with the service provider and
therefore there is an absence of monitoring and oversight. It was noted that the
procurement process has commenced.
To date four (4) recommendations have been implemented Rec 3, 8, 9 and 10
Rec no. 7 can’t be implemented due to Covid19.
Six (6) recommendations are outstanding.
Discussion around lack of procurement and formal contract with the service provider, issues
with reconciliation, variances between expected amounts and collection amounts, machine
accuracy, system change, oversight and frequent spot checking and the lack of controls and
procedures in place.
Action 7
AC has requested a report on the outcome of the procurement process and the status of
the implementation of outstanding recommendations, to ensure that the
recommendations have been incorporated into the new contract, for AC meeting in March
2022.
6 (b) Report no. R06 /2021 - To examine and review corporate compliance with the
requirements of GDPR in Dublin City Council
This audit was outsourced to Crowe. It received a Satisfactory rating with five (5)
recommendations – Three (3) medium and two (2) low recommendations were made.
LR commended DCC on the satisfactory rating with strong compliance.
PB confirmed that two (2) of the recommendations are fully implemented and training has
commenced as per recommendation.
6 (c) Report no. R11 /2021 - Recommendation Implementation for Internal Audit Reports
Quarter 3 2021 and Outstanding Legacy Item.
PB advised there are seventy (70) recommendations outstanding, a number of which date
back to 2014. LR commented that there is a 40% completion rate to date and with quarterly
tracking there is increased visibility with responsible mangers required to account for
implementation status quarterly.
AC asked PB to reconsider how the graph and figures are presented to show the compliance
rate more clearly.
KQ confirmed there is a reduction in the rate at which recommendations are being
implemented. By presenting these quarterly reports to management and to the AC, it is
hoped to bring more attention and focus to this area.
Action 8
PB will reconsider how the graph and figures are presented, to show compliance rate more
clearly in the recommendations implementation quarterly reports and report to AC.
6 (d) Review of Round Room 200 Exhibition
LR confirmed this is not an Audit so therefore does not have a rating and note that there are
procurement, governance and value for money findings in the review.
PB advised that a review of an exhibition held in the Mansion House to celebrate the
inauguration of the Round Room was carried out. A number of control issues were
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identified. Eight (8) recommendations were made of which seven (7) were accepted and one
(1) recommendation was noted as requiring further consideration.
IA had concerns around procurement but are satisfied with the management response. The
event was funded as a sponsorship so therefore fell outside of the procurement directives
and requirements.
Cllr NOM stated his dissatisfaction with the review and suggested the review should be
presented as an audit report with an overall rating, which should be weak and with assigned
staff and timeframes for implementation of recommendations as with a standard audit
report. The AC requested to see the post event report when it is issued. Cllr NR expressed
concerns regarding the high cost of the Round Room event and relative high costs of the
Bram Stoker festival and requested that this be reviewed also.
OPK agreed there are some unsatisfactory aspects to this and has no objection to a formal
report. He advised it should be considered in the context of other events. There were
exceptional conditions at the time of the event and additional objectives to get people back
into the city. The exhibition had to happen in this venue which was controlled by a specific
provider.
Action 9
PB to consider the issues raised by the committee and revert to the committee with a
proposed solution.
7. NOAC report no. 44 - Local Authority Performance Indicator Report 2020
This report was noted by the AC.
8. Training/familiarisation sessions required by AC Members
LR went to a session for AC Chairs run by NOAC on good practice in Local Government which
was very informative and interesting.
If AC have any training requirements, they were requested to let LR or KQ know.

9. Proposed dates for meetings of the Audit Committee for 2022:
10th March; 2nd June; 15th September; 1st December.
AC to consider the proposed dates and come back if there are any issues.
10. A.O.B.
DH raised the Housing rent arrears issue and the urgent need for Government legalisation in
relation to deduction at source.
LR will talk to KQ on behalf of AC to agree a way forward on this matter
Action 10
LR will follow up with KQ on how to best to progress the issue for the deduction of
Housing rents at source.
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The meeting concluded at 10.55am
A separate meeting with the AC and Chief Executive, Owen Keegan commenced immediately
after the Audit Committee meeting.
Appendix A: Arising from this AC meeting 2nd December 2021
Action 1 - Housing Rents to provide year end level of collection for March 2022 AC meeting.
Action 2 - Housing Rents to provide details of staffing costs and legal costs relating to collection of
rent arrears and their monthly targets.
Action 3 - PB to submit the Audit Committees Charter for inclusion to the City Council at their
meeting to be held on 10th January 2022.
Action 4 - PB to submit the AC Work Programme 2022 to the City Council for adoption at their
meeting to be held on 10th January 2022.
Action 5 - PB will send a self-evaluation questionnaire, in relation to the requirement for the AC to
review its performance and effectiveness, to the Members for completion in December 2021.
Action 6 - PB will submit the report of the AC to the City Council at their meeting in early 2022.
Action 7- AC has requested an update on the outcome of the procurement process and the
outstanding recommendations relating to Parking Meters Audit, to ensure they have been
incorporated into the new procurement contract, for AC meeting in March 2022.
Action 8 - PB will reconsider how the graph and figures are presented, to show compliance rate
more clearly, in the recommendations implementation quarterly reports.
Action 9 - PB will consider request for audit to be carried out on Round Room and come back to
the committee on this.
Action 10 - LR will follow up with KQ on how to progress for Government legalisation for collection
of Housing rents at source.
Actions agreed at the Audit Committee meeting of 23rd September 2021
Action 6
Presentation on Flood Alleviation and EU Funding will be provided in 2022.
Actions agreed at the Audit Committee meeting of 11th March 2021
Action 1: Procurement Breach
A status report on the timelines and output delivered for the nine recommendations to be
presented to the Members by early 2022 at the latest.
Action 3: A schedule of presentations to be arranged for the next three AC meetings covering
Dublin Economic Monitor, Development Plans, Density and Costs and Climate Action.
Actions agreed at the Audit Committee meeting of 3rd June 2021
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Action 4
PB to arrange a meeting with AC and one of the following – Local Government Auditor, Chief
Executive, Internal Audit staff directly after AC meetings

_________________
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